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ПЕРЕДМОВА 
 

Методичні рекомендації для студентів третього курсу заочної 

форми навчання складаються з двох розділів. 

У першому розділі (теоретичному) викладено матеріал з таких 

головних аспектів програми третього курсу з практичної граматики: 

1. Умовний спосіб дієслова: класифікація форм умовного способу 

дієслова у сучасній англійській мові; основні моделі простих та складних 

речень з використанням умовного способу дієслова. 

2. Просте речення: класифікація простих речень; головні та 

другорядні члени речення (підмет, присудок, додаток, означення та 

обставина); методика синтаксичного та морфологічного аналізу простих 

речень. 

3. Складне речення: складносурядні та складнопідрядні речення; 

методика синтаксичного та морфологічного аналізу складних речень. 

Другий розділ (практичний) містить контрольні питання та завдання, 

виконання яких сприятиме практичному опануванню матеріалу першого 

розділу. Наведені завдання та вправи слід виконувати під час підготовки 

до написання семестрових контрольних робіт, а також під час підготовки 

до іспиту з практичної граматики. 

Список основної та додаткової літератури з практичної граматики 

наводиться в кінці методичних рекомендацій. 

Методичні рекомендації містять також англо-український словник 

найбільш складних лінгвістичних термінів.  
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Part I. THEORY SECTION 

1. MOOD 
 

Mood is a grammatical category of the verb which indicates the attitude 

of the speaker to the action expressed by the verb from the point of view of its 

reality. 

There are the following moods in English: the direct moods (the 

Indicative and Imperative) and the obligue moods (Subjunctive I, Subjunctive 

II, the Suppositional (Modal Phrase) and the Conditional). 

 

The Indicative Mood 

The Indicative Mood shows that the action or state expressed by the 

verb is presented as a fact. 

We went home early in the evening. 

The verb in the indicative mood has three primary tenses (present, past, 

future) and three secondary tenses (perfect), two aspect forms (common and 

continuous), two voice forms (active and passive). 

 

The Imperative Mood 

The Imperative Mood expresses a command or a request. It has only 

one form which coincides with the infinitive without the particle “to", it is used 

in the second person (singular and plural). 

Go and fetch him. 

Please put the papers on the table. 

 
The Obligue Moods 

The function of the obligue moods is to represent something in the 

speakers mind not as a real fact, but as a wish, purpose, supposition, doubt 

or condition problematic or contrary to fact. There are four obligue moods in 
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Modern English, of which two are synthetical and two analytical. 

The synthetical moods are – Subjunctive I and Subjunctive II. 

The analytical moods are – the Conditional and Suppositional. 

 

Subjunctive I 

Subjunctive I represents an action as problematic, but not as 

contradicting reality. It is used to express order, request, suggestion, 

supposition, purpose etc. 

If the weather be fine tomorrow, we'll go there. 

I suggest that he do the work. 

Long live the forces of peace! 

Subjunctive I has no tenses, the same form is used for the present, past 

and future. 

He orders that we be present. 

He ordered that we be present. 

It is necessary that you be present to-morrow. 

Subjunctive I differs from the present indicative: 

a) in the verb “to be” ( I be, he, she, it, be, we, you, they be); 

b) in all other verbs where the form of the third person singular has no s-

inflexion and thus does not differ from the first and second person: he have, 

he speak, he go. 

 

Subjunctive II 

Subjunctive II represents an action as contrary to reality. I wish he were 

with us (but he is not with us). If he had been in town yesterday, he would 

have come (he was not in town yesterday). 

Subjunctive II has two tenses: the present and the past. The forms of 

the present Subjunctive II are homonymous with the forms of the past 

Indicative: 
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The present Subjunctive II    I spoke, I wrote  

The past Indicative    I spoke, I wrote 

The past Subjunctive II is homonymous with the Past Perfect Indicative: 

The past Subjunctive II   I had heard 

The Pact Perfect Indicative    I had heard 

 

The Suppositional Mood 

The Suppositional Mood represents an action as problematic, but not 

contradicting reality. 

Should you meet him to-morrow, tell him to come.  

It is used to express necessity, order, suggestion, supposition.  

It is formed by combining the auxiliary verb "should" (for all persons) 

with the Infinitive. It has two tenses: the present and the past. The present 

suppositional is formed by the auxiliary verb should + Indefinite (Continuous) 

Infinitive: 

I suggested that he should meet her. 

The past suppositional is formed by the auxiliary verb "should" + Perfect 

(Perfect Continuous) Infinitive: 

She was frightened lest she should have been doing something wrong. 

 

2. THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 
 

2.1. The category of mood 

Mood is a grammatical category of the verb that shows the relation of 

the action denoted by the predicate-verb to reality from the speaker's point of 

view. 

It is believed that English verbs have three moods: (1) The indicative 

mood; (2) The imperative mood, (3) The subjunctive mood. 

The indicative mood represents an action as a fact of reality. It is used 

for statements and questions. E.g.: 
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The sun rises in the East. 

I don't know her address. 

What is your name? 

The imperative mood is used to express requests and orders. E.g.: 

Come up here, please! 

Stop talking! 

The subjunctive mood is used to express unreal or hypothetical 

actions or states. It shows something formed in the mind of the speaker as 

contradicting reality, as a supposition, desire, volition, possibility, necessity, 

imagination, etc. E.g.: 

I wish it were summer now! If it were summer, we should have a swim in 

the river. She looked at me as if 1 were a stranger. 

2.2. Classification of the subjunctive mood forms 

The subjunctive mood forms in English may be classified into the 

following types1: 

 

THE SYNTHETIC FORMS 

2.2.1. The subjunctive I 

This form coincides with the plain verb stem lot all persons and is used 

in set- phrases to express wish. E.g.: 

Long live peace; 

Suffice it to say that... 

                                                        
1 The category of mood (and the subjunctive mood in particular) is the most controversially 
described category of English grammar Some authors (e.g., M. Deutschbein) point out 16 moods 
in English, while some (e.g.. L. S. Barkhudarov) deny the existence of the subjunctive mood at all. 
In this booklet we stick to the classification proposed by A. I. Smirnitsky (Смирницкий 1959: 341-
352) and used by M. A. Ganshina, N. M. Vasilevskaya (Ганшина, Василевская 1964) and E. A. 
Natanson (Натанзон 1968). A summary of different approaches to the problem of mood, in English 
see in: Иванова, Бурлакова, Почепцов 1981: 69-74. Note that some authors call the forms of the 
subjunctive mood oblique moods (see: Ганшина Василевская, 1964; Натанзон 1968) or forms 
expressing unreality (see: Гордон. Крылова 1986: 136-163). Note also that practically all British 
and American Practical Grammar textbooks use the same approach to the description of the 
subjunctive mood forms as we do in this book, however for the sake of simplicity they avoid terms 
like "subjunctive-I”, "subjunctive-II", "the suppositional mood" which are more likely to be used in 
our tradition of teaching English Grammar (see for reference: Azar 1989; Chalker 1989, Collins 
Cobuild Student's Grammar 1991, Murphy 1988. 
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Far be it from me (to do something). 

This form is also used mostly in American English (A.E.) in subject, 

predicative, object and attributive appositive clauses to express order, 

necessity, obligation, request, command, recommendation, etc. In British 

English (B.E.) should + infinitive is rather preferred in such cases. E.g.: 

I advise that you participate in this programme (B.E.: should 

participate). 

 
2.2.2. The subjunctive II 

This form coincides with the forms of the past indefinite (past 

continuous1) or the past perfect (past perfect continuous) tenses and is used 

to express unreal condition in various types of subordinate clauses. The form 

of the past indefinite is used to express unreal actions simultaneous with 

those of the principal clause (example 1) or actions which refer to the present, 

future or to no particular time (example 2). The form of the past perfect is 

used to express actions prior to those of the principal clause (example 3) or 

actions which refer to the past (example 4). E.g.: 

(1) It's time they arrived (but they haven't arrived yet); 

(2) If I were you, I would go there tonight; 

(3) I wish 1 had bought that book yesterday (but 1 did not and now I 

regret it); 

(4) If it had not been cold yesterday, we would have gone to the beach. 

 

 

                                                        
1 To express unreality the verb be in the past indefinite tense is used for both singular and plural 
subjects in the form were (i.e.: If I were you… ; If he were here now… , etc). Was (with I, he, she, 
it) is sometimes used in less formal speech but is not generally considered grammatically 
acceptable (Azar 1989: 348), thought such usage becomes more and more frequent even in the 
literary standard of the "World Englishes”. 
2 In Modem English would is used for both singular and plural subjects of all persons (i.e. for I, you, 
she, it, we, they) both with reference to unreal actions in the present, future or in the past. However 
should and perfect infinitive may occur in the clauses of "the rejected past" having modal meaning 
of regret for what did not happen, e.g. "If 1 had bought a yacht I should be cruising in the 
Mediterranean now. 
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THE ANALYTICAL FORMS 

2.2.3. The conditional mood 

The conditional mood has the following structure: 

 

 

 

The form is used to express unreal actions in simple and complex 

sentences. 

Combinations of would (should) and the indefinite infinitive have 

reference to the present or future (or to no particular t ime). E.g. 

If I were free now, I would stay with you. 

Combinations of would (should) and the perfect infinitive have reference 

to the past (the so called "rejected past"). E.g.: 

If John had heard about your marriage, he would have come to your 

wedding party. (Yon had a wedding party last month but you didn't inform 

John so he didn't come). 

 

2.2.4. The suppositional mood 

The suppositional mood has the following structure: 

 

 

 

This form is used to express problematic condition in the adverbial 

clauses of condition with reference to the future and suggests that the 

condition is unlikely to be met (i.e. it has a strong modal meaning). In principal 

clauses either will with indefinite infinitive or the imperative mood are used. 

E.g.: 

If you should be in Kyiv again, I will be happy to see you. 

If you should see Harry, give him our love. 

These conditional structures can take inversion of subject and predicate 

Combinations of mood           would (should)2               and indefinite 

infinitive/perfect infinitive 

Combinations of mood           should               and indefinite infinitive 
auxiliary                                (for all persons) 
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and omit if. The resulting structures are pretty formal: 

Should you be in Kyiv again, I will be happy to see you. 

Should you see Harry, give him our love. 

The suppositional mood is also used in subject, predicative, object and 

attributive appositive clauses to express order, necessity, obligation, request, 

recommendation, command, etc. (mostly in B.E.). E.g.: 

It is important that the students should be informed about the 

conference. 

 

2.2.5. Modal verbs 

Modal verbs could and might followed by the appropriate infinitive may 

also be used to express unreality in certain syntactic patterns if the context so 

requires. E.g.:  

I wish I could go round the world in a boat.  

If you had been more polite, he might have agreed to what you 

proposed. 

 

2.2.6. Tendency to use contracted forms of mood auxiliaries 

There is a tendency in Modern spoken English to use contracted forms 

of mood auxiliaries with the aim of speech economy. Thus, the form ‘d may 

be a substitute for would, should, could and had and create, therefore 

problems for understanding by foreign listeners. Often the context of the 

message helps to "unpack" the meaning. E.g.: 

If I'd been (had been) in London last weekend, I'd have gone (would 

have gone) to Anna's party. 

There is also an obvious tendency to use the contracted form of the 

auxiliary have. 

E.g.: 

If I’d seen this book in the shops, I would’ve bought it for you. 
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3. BASIC PATTERNS WITH THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD  
IN SIMPLE SENTENCES 

 

3.1. The conditional mood may be used to express unreal actions 

even if unreal condition is not expressed by an (if-clause but is clear from the 

context (implied unreal condition). 

E.g.: 

He would have said a great deal more. But he was tired and kept 

silence (The implied condition is: "If he had not been tired, he would have 

said a great deal more"). 

The same may be expressed in a different way: 

He was tired. Otherwise (or) he would have said a great deal more. 

 

3.2. Unreal condition may be expressed by a special adverbial 

modifier: 

 

 

 

 

E.g.: But for the weather, they would go skating. 

3.3. Unreal condition may be expressed by an infinitive phrase 

functioning as the subject of the sentence: 

 

 

 

 

 

E.g.: Surely we won't invite her. To invite her would mean to spoil the 

weekend. 

3.4. The following phrases have ceased to express unreality. They give 

but for something  would  do/have done something 

somebody   should 

could 

might 

to do/to have done would do/have done    

 could something 

 might 
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the utterance a milder and more polite meaning: 

 

 

 

 

E.g.: It's too late. You'd better take a taxi. It's none of my business, I'd 

rather not interfere. 

 
3.5. The subjunctive II may be used to express wish or regret in simple 

sentences: 

If only  somebody did/had done 

Oh, that  something 

Oh, if   

 

E.g.: 

If only I knew English grammar better! 

Oh, that I were young again! 

Oh, if I had known the truth at that time! 

 

4. BASIC PATTERNS WITH THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD  
IN COMPLEX SENTENCES 

 

4.1. Subject Clauses 

4.1.1. It is strange (funny, sad, etc.) that he should know it. 

(In such sentences it is possible to use the indicative mood which is 

less formal 

E.g.: 

It is strange that he knows it.) 

4.1.2. It is necessary (ordered, proposed, required, etc.) that he should 

somebody had better    do something  

 had rather       

 would sooner 
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go there1 (A.E.: ... that he go there). 

4.1.3. It's time (high time) he were here. 

 

4.2. Predicative clauses 

4.2.1. His suggestion is that we should go there (A. E.: ... that we go 

there. 

4.2.2. Our fear is lest he should misunderstand us. 

(The indicative mood is used in this pattern in less formal style after the 

conjunction that: Our fear is that he will/may misunderstand us. Compare with 

pattern 4.3.4.). 

4.2.3. He looks as if he were ill(now). 

He looks as if he had been ill (some time before). 

 
4.3. Object clauses 

4.3.1. I wish she were in Kyiv (now) (the action of the subordinate 

clause is simultaneous with the action of the principal clause) 

I wish she had been in Kyiv (some time before) (the action of the 

subordinate clause is prior to the action of the principal clause). 

4.3.2. I wish you would keep quiet (this pattern expresses volition and 

refers to the future), 

4.3.3. He suggests that they should go there (A.E.: ... that they go 

there.) 

4.3.4. I am afraid lest he should misunderstand us. 

                                                        
1 Should + infinitive (or the subjunctive I which was mostly the feature of A.E. but nowadays is 
widely accepted by B.E.) maybe used in subordinate clauses if there is an expression of order, 
proposal, request, recommendation, suggestion, desire, necessity, importance, obligation, 
arrangement, demand, advise, etc. in the principal clause. The type of the subordinate clause 
depends upon the syntactic structure of the principal clause. Thus, ... that we should start early 
may be a) the subject clause, b) the predicative clause; c)the objective clause, d) the attributive 
appositive clause like in the following examples: 
a) It was suggested that we should start early. 
b)  Her suggestion was that we should start early. 
c)  She suggested that we should start early. 
d) We discussed her suggestion that we should start early. 
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(The indicative mood is mad In this pattern in lees formal style after the 

conjunction that: I am afraid that he will/may misunderstand us. Compare with 

pattern 4.2.2). 

 

4.4. Attributive appositive clauses 

4.4.1. He made a suggestion that we should go there (A.E.;... that we 

go there). 

 
4.5. Adverbial clauses of unreal condition 

4.5.1 If I were you, I would read this book in the original (this pattern 

refers to the present, future, or to no particular time). 

4.5.2. If I had been in London last January, I would have visited my 

friend (this pattern refers to the "rejected past"). 

4.5.3. If you hadn't gone out into the street yesterday, you wouldn't be ill 

now (this pattern has a mixed time reference: unreal condition refers to the 

past and unreal result to the present). 

4.5.4. If you were more careful, you would not have got into trouble (this 

pattern has a mixed time reference: unreal condition refers to the present or 

to no particular time while unreal result refers to the past). 

4.5.5.If I were to speak to her, I should/would tell her the truth (this 

emphatic pattern refers to the future). 

4.5.6. If he should come, he will ring you up. 

Should he come, tell him to ring me up. 

(Both patterns express problematic condition and refer to the future). 

 

4.6. Adverbial clauses of concession 

4.6.1. They would not come even if we warned them(this pattern refers 

tо the present or future). 

4.6.2. They would not have come even if we had warned them (this 

pattern refers to the past). 
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4.6.3. He will not succeed however hard he should try. 

(The indicative mood is mod in this pattern in less formal style: 

He will not succeed however hard he will/may try). 

 

4.7. Adverbial clauses of purpose 

4.7.1. (In negative clauses only) He came early so that we should not 

worry. (In affirmative clauses the indicative mood is used: He will come early 

so that we will/may/can discuss the matter with him). 

 

4.8. Adverbial clauses of comparison and manner 

4.8.1. She speaks English so well as if she were a native1 (the action of 

the subordinate clause is simultaneous with the action of the principal 

clause). 

She is so pale as if she had been ill for some time (the action of the 

subordinate clause is prior to the action of the principal clause)2. 

 

5. CLAUSES AND SENTENCES 
 

Clauses3 are predicative units of finite predication4 of which sentences 

are composed. Clauses are lower in their syntactic status than sentences and a 

sentence may consist of one or more than one clause. Clauses are devoid of 

communicative force, while sentences are undoubtedly main (minimal) 

                                                        
1 The forms of the subjunctive mood show that the action is unreal, i.e. “she speaks like a native, 
but she is not a native in fact". In colloquial English the indicative mood is often used in these 
clauses: She speaks English so well as if she is a native; 
She is so pale as if she was ill for some time. 
2 Clauses following link verbs be, feel, look, seem, smell, sound, taste should be treated in the 
analysis as predicative clauses (see pattern 7.2.3). E.g.: She looks as if she were angry. 
3 There is no direct terminological equivalent in Ukrainian grammatical terminology to the term 
clause. It is usually called частина складного речення. 
4 Predication is called finite, if the verb element is a finite verb which grammatically agrees with the 
subject. E.g.: She is working late. They are working late. 
Predication is called non-finite if the verb element is a non-finite form of the verb (gerund, 
participle, infinitive) as in predicative constructions. E.g.: 
I often see her working late. I often see them working late. 
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communicative units of human language used in the acts of speech 

Sentences containing only one clause (i.e., one unit of finite predication) 

are called simple, and sentences containing more than one clause are called 

composite. 

There are two main ways of linking clauses together: co-ordination and 

subordination. Two simple sentences (containing only one clause each), e.g. 

(1) The weather is fine 

(2) The sun is shining 

may be joined into one compound sentence by co-ordinating the two 

clauses by the conjunction and thus making them equal in rank: 

The weather is fine║ and the sun is shining. Two simple sentences, e.g. 

(1) He heard the bell 

(2) He hurried into the classroom 

may be joined into a complex sentence by making one clause into a 

principal and the other into a subordinate clause: 

(1) – subordinate clause (2) – principal clause 

When he heard the bell, | he hurried into the classroom. 

 
5.1. Classification of simple sentences 

Simple sentences are classified according to: 

(1) the purpose of utterance1; 

(2) the structure. 

According to the purpose of utterance there may be: 

(a) declarative (affirmative or negative) sentences (statements); 

(b) interrogative sentences (questions); 
                                                        
1 In fact traditional classification of sentences "according to the purpose of utterance" turns to be 
structural because statements, questions, commands and exclamations differ in their structure. On 
the other hand the purpose of their uttering by the speaker may not coincide with their grammatical 
structure". Thus, we may utter It’s dark here with a purpose of making someone to switch on the 
light (a statement used in a certain situation as a command). Communicative approach to the 
sentence classification is the domain of pragmatics – a modem branch of linguistics that studies 
language units in their relation lo the speaker and listener (the addressee of speech) as well as to 
the conditions in which they speak. More details on this subject see in: Иванова. Бурлакова. 
Почепцов 1981: 267–281. 
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(c) imperative sentences (commands); 

(d) exclamatory sentences (exclamations).  

Examples are: 

(a) I live In Kyiv-1 don't speak Spanish. 

(b) Where do you live? 

(c) Come up to the blackboard. 

(d) What a noise you are making! 

According to structure sentences may be: 

(a) two-member sentences having both the subject and the predicate 

explicitly expressed, e.g.: 

I am a student. 1 study at the Kyiv State Linguistic University. 

(b) two-member elliptical sentences in which either the subject, or the 

predicate, or both of them are deleted but may be easily reconstructed from 

the context, i.e. the principal parts are implied (or expressed implicitly), e.g.: 

- Where do you live? (a two-member complete sentence) 

- In London (a two-member elliptical sentence: the subject and the 

predicate  

I live are implied). 

Two-member elliptical sentences occur mostly in dialogues. 

(c) one-member sentences which have one principal part only. This 

part combines the qualities of the subject and the predicate. One-member 

sentences may be nominal and infinitive and occur in descriptions (e.g. in 

directions to plays) and in emotional speech. E.g.: 

Night. A lady's bed-chamber in Bulgaria, in a small town near the 

Dragoman Pass, late in November in the year 1885. 

To be alive. To have youth and world before one. 

Imperative sentences with no subject expressed are also classified 

among one-member sentences (see: Ильиш, 1965: 260). E.g.: 

Get away from me! 

Simple sentences (two member and one-member) which contain only 
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the principal parts are called unextended and those containing also secondary 

parts (objects, adverbial modifiers and attributes) arc called extended. Thus, I 

am reading should be described as being a simple, declarative, affirmative, 

two-member, complete, unextended sentence; 1 am reading an English book 

now as a simple, declarative, affirmative, two-member, complete, extended 

sentence; A dark, deserted street (if asked in description) as a simple, 

declarative, affirmative, one-member, extended sentence. 

 

6. PARTS OF A SENTENCE 
 

Parts of a sentence are traditionally divided into principal (subject and 

predicate) and secondary (object, adverbial modifier, attribute). It is through 

the relations between the subject and the predicate that predicativity (the 

main feature of any sentence) is expressed. 

Both principal and secondary parts of a sentence may be expressed at 

different structural levels of a syntactic system which forms a hierarchy. This 

hierarchy of levels may be compared to a multi-storeyed pyramid in which the 

top point is a complete sentence and lower storeys are occupied by syntactic 

units of lower status. E.g.: 

 
 

(5) Sentence level: I see (principal clause) 

(4) Clause level that she is pinning (an object clause); 

(3) Predicative construction level: I see her running (a complex object),. 

(2) Phrase (word-group) level: I see my sister (an object expressed by a 
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noun phrase) 

(1) Word level; I sec her (an object expressed by a word). 

All parts of a sentence may be expressed at a word level (1), phrase 

(word-group) level (2), predicative construction level (3) and clause level (4). 

Thus there are simple subjects, predicatives, objects, adverbial modifiers and 

attributes (levels 1 and 2), complex subjects, predicatives, objects, adverbial 

modifiers and attributes (level 3) and subject, predicative, object, adverbial 

and attributive clauses (level 4). Parts of a sentence expressed at levels 1, 2 

and 3 make up simple sentences with only one unit of finite predication. 

Sentences having their parts expressed by clauses (level 4) are complex 

because they contain more than one unit of finite predication. 

 

6.1. The subject 

The subject is one of the two principal parts of the sentence. It denotes a 

person, a thing or an abstract notion whose action (state or quality) is 

expressed by the predicate. The subject is independent of any other part of 

the sentence. It may be expressed at all structural levels of syntactic system: 

by different parts of speech or by phrases with them (a noun in the common 

case, a pronoun, a substantivized adjective, an infinitive, a gerund, etc.), by a 

predicative construction (a gerundial construction, a for-to-infinitive 

construction) – a complex subject, and by a clause1. The subject expressed 

by an infinitive, a gerund, a predicative construction and by a clause may be 

introduced by the pronoun it(introductory it). In this case there are two 

subjects in the sentence: a formal one (it) and a real one. E.g.: 

It's no use crying over split milk. 

It's easy to remember these rules. 

It’s necessary for you to read more English books. 

It was proposed that the resolution, should be adopted by the 

Congress. 

                                                        
1 Examples of different types of subjects see in Exercise 4, p. 40. 
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6.2. The predicate 

The predicate expresses an action, state or quality of the person or 

thing denoted by the subject. It is grammatically dependent upon the subject. 

The predicate contains a verb which expresses tense, voice, aspect, mood 

and sometimes person and number (it is through these grammatical 

categories that predicativity is expressed). There are two main types of 

predicates: simple and compound 

 
Simple predicates 
Simple verbal predicate (SVP) Phraseological predicate (PhP) 

Vfin + N 
SVP expresses an action performed (the 
active voice) or 
suffered (the passive voice) by the subject. 
E.g.: 
He speaks English. 
1 am reading a book. 
I have just seen them. 
This book was written by a famous author1. 

PhP is a kind of predicate in which the 
finite verb 
makes one phraseological unit with a 
noun that 
follows. This unit may be substituted by a 
verb 
denoting the same kind of action. 
E.g.: 
We took part in the conference (= we 
participated). 
Take a look at this picture (= look). 

Compound predicates 
Compound nominal predicate (CNP) 
 
 
Vlink + predicate 

Compound 
verbal 
modal 
predicate 
(CVMP) 
V mod + inf/ger 

Compound verbal 
aspect predicate 
(CVAP)  
Vasp + Inf/ger 

CNP denotes a state or quality of the subject and 
consists of a link verb and a predicative. 

In CVMP the 
verb shows 
that the action 
is considered 
obligatory, 
desirable, 
possible, etc. 
and is 

In CVAP the verb 
shows the 
beginning, duration 
or end of the action 
and is combined 
with the infinitive or 
gerund. 

                                                        
1 The verb to be + participle II may also indicate the state of the subject and thus form a compound 
nominal predicate. 
Compare: 
The window was broken by John (a simple verbal predicate indicating John's action); 
The window in the room was broken (a compound nominal predicate indicating the state of the 
window). 
The verb to be + participle П makes a simple verbal predicate in the following cases: (a) when the 
doer of the action is indicated, (b) when there is an adverbial modifier of place, frequency or time in 
the sentence), (c) when the verb is used in the continuous or in the perfect form. 
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combined with 
the infinitive or 
gerund. 

CNP of 
being: 
 
link verbs: 
 
be, 
feel. 
look, 
smell, 
taste. 
sound. 
 
E.g. 
 
He is a 
student. 
She looks 
tired. 
The apple  
tastes bitter. 

CNP of 
becoming: 
 
link verbs: 
 
become, 
grow, 
get. 
make. 
turn. 
 
 
E.g. 
 
She 
became a 
teacher. 
It got dark. 
I grew tired. 

CNP of 
remaining: 
 
link verbs: 
 
continue, 
keep, 
remain, 
stay. 
 
 
 
E.g. 
 
He 
remained 
silent. 
The 
weather 
kept dry1. 

CNP of 
seeming 
and 
appearing: 
link verbs: 
 
appear, 
seem. 
 
 
 
 
 
E.g. 
 
She 
seemed 
tired. 

 
 
E.g. 
 
You may go 
out. 
We intend to 
go back. 
Harris tried to 
open the tin. 

 
 
E.g. 
 
She began 
reading. The boys 
continued to play 
football. 
He stopped2 talking 
with me. 

 

6.2.1. The double predicate 

The double predicate is intermediate between the simple verbal and the 

compound nominal predicate. The verb element in it fully retains its concrete 

meaning but functions as a link verb and is combined with a predicative. The 

following verbs occur in this type of predicate: come, die, fall, flush, marry, lie, 

leave, return, rise, sit, stand, etc. E.g.: 

The moon rose red. 

The men stood silent and motionless. 

 
6.2.2. Mixed types of predicates 

There are the following types of mixed three-component predicates: 

(1) the compound modal nominal predicate (Vmod+ Vlink+ predicative). E.g.:  

                                                        
1 The weather kept dry (CNP) means that the weather was dry for some days (the state of the 
weather), whereas He kept on talking (CVAP) means that he continued to talk (duration of the 
action). 
2 He stopped talking with me (CVAP) means that he became silent. He stopped to talk with me (SVP) means 
that he stopped (e.g. in the corridor) with a purpose of talking with me. The infinitive to talk in this sentence 
is used in the function of an adverbial modifier of purpose. 
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You may not be a poet, but you ought to be a citizen! 

(2) The compound aspect nominal predicate (Vasp + Vlink + pre-dicative). 

E.g.: 

I continued to be glad for that.  

(3) The compound modal aspect predicate (Vmod + Vasp + gerund).  

E.g.: You may stop writing. 

 

6.3. The object 

The object is a part of a sentence winch usually denotes a person, 

thing, etc., affected by the action of the verb. The Object of an active sentence 

can usually be turned into the subject of a passive sentence. E.g.: 

Many critics disliked the play. 

The play was disliked by many critics, 

The object may be expressed at all structural levels of syntactic system: 

by any part of speech which has a nominal character or by a phrase with it (a 

noun, a pronoun, a substantivized adjective or participle, an infinitive, a 

gerund), by a predicative construction (a gerundial construction, a for-to-

infinitive construction, an objective participial construction, an objective with 

the infinitive construction) – a complex object, and by a clause1. 

There are the following types of objects in English2: 

 
6.3.1. The direct object is used after transitive verbs and denotes a 

person or thing directly affected by the action of the verb. E.g.: She turned her 

head and saw me. 

Some verbs (ask, answer, envy, forgive, teach) can have two direct 

objects. E.g.: I teach you English. 

 
                                                        
1 Examples of different types of objects are given in Exercise 6, p 42. 
2 We stick here to the traditional classification of objects into direct, indirect, prepositional and cognate 
which is suggested in many grammar books (see: Ганшина, Василевская 1964: 363–371; Гордон, 
Крылова 1986: 403; Смирницкий 1957: 202-21 ). There are also alternative classifications of objects 
in Кобрина и др. 1986: 54-63; Иванова, Бурлакова, Почепцов 1981: 196–200. 
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6.3.2. The indirect object denotes the addressee of the action and 

may precede or follow the direct object. E.g.: 

Mary gave John the towel. 

Mary gave the towel to John. 

When the indirect object follows the direct object it is used with the 

prepositions to or for. 

There are verbs (announce, contribute, dedicate, describe, dictate, 

explain, repeat, submit, suggest, etc.) after which the direct object is used with 

the preposition to even If it precedes the direct object. E.g.; 

I'll dictate to you the list of verbs. 

 

6.3.3. The prepositional object does not express the addresses of the 

action and may be used with any preposition. E.g.:  

I went there with my brother. 

I am looking for my pencil. 

 

6.3.4. The cognate object is expressed by a noun which is either of the 

same root as the verb or similar in meaning. E.g.:  

The old man lived a happy life.  

The soldier died a death of a hero. 

 
6.4. The adverbial modifier 

The adverbial modifier is a secondary part of the sentence modifying a 

part of the sentence expressed by a verb, an adjective, or an adverb. It 

serves to characterise an action or a property as to its intensity, to indicate the 

way an action is done, or to show time, place, cause, purpose or condition of 

the action. Accordingly adverbial modifiers are classified into adverbial 

modifiers of time, place (direction), frequency, degree, measure, manner, 

attendant circumstances, cause, result, purpose, comparison, condition, 

concession. 
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The adverbial modifier may be expressed at all structural levels of 

syntactic system: practically by any part of speech or a phrase with it (but first 

of all by adverbs and adverbial phrases), by a predicative construction (a 

nominative absolute participial construction, a gerundial construction, a for-to-

infinitive construction), a complex adverbial modifier, and by a clause1. 

An adverbial modifier characterizes the process denoted by the verb 

from the viewpoint of situation quality or quantity. 

An adverbial modifier may refer to: 

a) The predicate verb. 

John spoke in a whisper. 

b) The predicate group. 

Bowen read the telegram aloud. 

c) The whole of the sentence. 

In the evening they gathered together again. 

Adverbials modifying adjectives, statives and adverbs1 denote quantity. 

These adverbials modify: 

a) Adjectives in their attributive or predicative function: 

It was a very long story. 

b) Statives in their predicative function: 

I am quite aware of the situation. 

c) Adverbs in their main function as an adverbial: 

You speak English rather fluently. 

 
STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE ADVERBIAL MODIFIER: 

1)  Simple: We started early. 

2)  Phrasal: We started at 5 in the morning. 

3)  Complex: John sat with his elbows on the table. 

 

 

                                                        
1 Examples of different types of objects are given in Exercise 7, p 42. 
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Absolute Constructions 

Functions 
Nominative 

Absolute 
Participle 

Nominative 
Absolute 

Prepositional 
Absolute 
Participial 

Prepositional 
Absolute 

Complex Adverbial Modifier of:  
a) Time The game 

having 
ended, the 
streets were 
crowded. 

The concert 
over, the 
lottery came 
next. 

  

b) attendant 
circumstances 

He stood 
motionless, 
her head 
bent. 

He sat on the 
steps, his 
hands in his 
pocket. 

He lay in 
bed, with the 
light burning. 

He was going 
along the 
street, with a 
pipe in his 
mouth. 

c) cause I found the 
house empty, 
my mother 
being at the 
shops. 

- - - 

d) Condition Conciliation 
failing, force 
remains. 

- - - 

 

SEMANTIC CLASSES OF ADVERBIAL MODIFIERS 

1. The Adverbial of Place 

It expresses: 

a) Place proper: John was born in Australia. 

b) Direction: He moved to Australia. 

c) Distance: He lives far form Ms parents. 

The identifying questions are where?, where to?, where from?, how far? 
 

2. The Adverbial of Time 

It expresses: 

a) Time proper: We shall meet tomorrow. 

b) Frequency: We often see each other.    

c) Duration: I have been here a couple of days. 

d) Time relationship: It was still raining. 
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3. The Adverbial of Manner. 

It characterizes the action of the verb by indicating the way it is 

performed or by what means it is achieved. 

The identifying questions are how?, in what way?, by what means? 

The proforms are so, thus, like, like this. 

He danced badly, but energetically. 

He began learning English by listening to the new sounds. 

 

4. The Adverbial of Cause (Reason). 

The identifying questions are why? and for what reason?  

The proforms are because of, due to, owing to, on account of, for the 

reason of, thanks to. 

The accident happened owing to bad driving. 

Thanks to my parents I got a decent education. 

She couldn't speak for anger. 

 

5. The Adverbial of Purpose. 

This adverbial answers the identifying questions what for?, for what 

purpose? 

Jane has come to help us. 

I've repeated my words for you to remember them. 

 

6. The Adverbial of Result. 

It refers to an adjective or an adverb accompanied by an adverb of 

degree, such as too, enough, sufficiently, so... as. 

It is too, cold to go out. 

The lecturer spoke slowly enough for us to take down everything he 

said. 
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7. The Adverbial of Condition. 

The identifying questions are in what case? or on what condition? The 

proform, is in this/that case. 

But for you I wouldn't be here at all.  

Without  faith there can be no cure.  

Jane won't sing unless asked to.  

We'll come earlier if necessary. 

 

8. The Adverbial of Concession. 

It expresses some idea that is in contradiction with what is stated in the 

modified part of the sentence. The identifying question is in spite of what? 

In spite of his anger John listened to me attentively.  

With all his faults, I like him. 

 

9. The Adverbial of Attendant Circumstances. 

It expresses some fact that accompanies the event presented in the 

modified part of the sentence. 

We walked three miles without meeting anyone. 

He stood before the window, smoking his pipe. 

 

10. The Adverbial of Comparison. 

It is introduced by the conjunctions than, as, as if as though and 

preposition like. 

Tom speaks French as fluently as a born Frenchman. 

As if obeying him, I turned and stared into his face. 

 

11. The Adverbial of Degree. 

It modifies various parts of the sentence expressed by verbs, 

adjectives, adverbs and statives, characterizing actions, states and quality 

from the viewpoint of their intensity. The identifying questions are how much?, 
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to what extent? 

The story is extremely long. 

 

12. The Adverbial of Measure. 

It is expressed by a noun denoting a unit of measure (length, time, 

weight, money, temperature). 

The room measures 30 feet across. 

We walked five miles. 

 

13. The Adverbial of Exception. 

It is expressed by nouns or prepositional phrases introduced by tike 

prepositions but, except, save, but for, save for, apart from, aside from, with 

the exclusion of. 

I looked everywhere except in the bedroom. 

Our cat eats nothing but fish. 

 

WAYS OF EXPRESSING ADVERBIAL MODIFIERS 

An adverbial modifier is expressed by: 

1. An adverb (sometimes preceded by a preposition). 

Jane sings beautifully. 

I'll be here before long. 

 

2. An adverbial phrase. 

They worked till late at night. 

 

3. A noun, pronoun or numeral preceded by a preposition or 

prepositional nominal phrase. 

A dim light was burning in the archway under the inner gate.  

Classes begin on the first of September. 

4. A noun without a preposition or a non-prepositional noun phrase, the 
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latter usually containing such words as this, that, every, last, next. 

Wait a minute!  

We meet every day. 

 

5. A non-finite form of the verb: 

a) a gerund or a gerundial phrase. 

Open the window before doing your morning exercises. 

b) an infinitive or an infinitive phrase. 

The problem is too difficult to solve.  

c) a participle or a participial phrase. 

Rounding the house, they entered a quiet, walled garden. 

 

6. An adjective an adverb, a participle, a noun, a prepositional 

phrase, an infinitive introduced by a conjunction. 

I’ll come earlier if necessary. 

He quickly did this, and while doing it dropped his umbrella. 

 

7. A predicative Complex: 

a) a gerundial construction. 

Are you angry because of my being late? 

b) a for-to-infinitive construction. 

The problem is too difficult for a child to solve. 

c) a non-propositional or prepositional absolute construction. 

There having been no rain, the earth was dry. 

I don't want to quarrel with the children listening. 

 
OBLIGATORY AND NON-OBLIGATORY ADVERBIAL MODIFIERS 

Adverbials are obligatory when the sentence structure demands one or 

when their absence changes the meaning of the verb. This is the case: 

a) after the verbs to behave, to act, to treat. 
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He behaved bravely. 

This Murdstones treated David cruelly. 

b) after statal and durative verbs, such as to live, to dwell, to wait, to 

last, to weigh. 

The lecture lasted two hours. 

c) after the verbs implying direction, such as to put, to take, to send. 

Put the book on the shelf. 

Take these letters to the post-office. 

d) after verbs of motion and position in space, such as to come, to go, 

to arrive, to return, to step, to sit, to lie, to stand. 

He went to the dressing-room. 

Robert was standing at the window. 

e) when an adverbial influences the meaning of a verb-form. 

I am going to the library tomorrow. 

f) when its absence changes the meaning of the rest of the sentence. 

Can you speak English without making mistakes? 

I’ve never been there since my childhood.  

Non-obligatory adverbials are those which are not necessary for the 

structure of the sentence. 

She left the room without saying a word.  

Before speaking he pressed the bell at his side. 

 

DETACHED ADVERBIAL MODIFIERS 

Detached adverbials are never obligatory. They are separated from the 

rest of the sentence by intonation in speaking and by commas in writing. 

Owing to their structure and meaning absolute constructions are always 

detached. 

He saw the boat, its decks deserted. 

Participial phrases as adverbials tend to be detached. 

She then returned to her place, not having spoken another word. 
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Adverbials are detached when they are placed in an unusual position. 

Like him, she saw danger in it. 

Randal, far all his tiresomeness and badness, had always been her 

Randal. 

He sings beautifully. 

Beautifully – simple adverbial modifier of manner expressed by adverb. 

There having been no rain, the earth was dry. 

There having been no rain – complex adverbial modifier of cause 

expressed by nominative absolute participle construction.  

 
6.5. The attribute 

The attribute is a secondary part of the sentence showing the quality or 

property of a person, thing, abstract notion, etc. The attribute refers to parts of 

speech which have the nominal character (a noun, a pronoun, etc.). The 

attribute may be expressed at all structural levels of syntactic system: by any 

of speech or a phrase with it (but first of all by an adjective or an adjectival 

phrase), by a predicative construction (a gerundial construction, a for-to-

infinitivc construction) a complex attribute, and by a clause (attributive relative 

restrictive, non-restrictive and attributive appositive clauses)1. The attribute may 

stand in preposition or in post-position to the word it modifies (i.e. to its 

antecedent). E.g.: 

I saw an interesting film yesterday (the antecedent is the noun film). 

All passengers of the ship had to pass a medical examination (the 

antecedent is the noun passengers). 

 

6.6. Homogeneous parts of the sentence 

Two or more parts of the sentence having the same function and 

referring to the same part of the sentence are called homogenous. Thus there 

may be homogeneous subjects, predicates, objects, etc., or two or more 

                                                        
1 Examples of different types of attributes see in Exercise 8, p. 43. 
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homogeneous parts of the subject, predicate, object, etc. E.g.: 

Julia and Michael sat at either end of the table (homogeneous 

subjects). 

Then I closed the door and went down the hall (homogeneous simple 

verbal predicates). 

He looked nice and clean (homogeneous predicatives). 

 

6.7. Independent elements of the sentence 

Some elements of the sentence are independent, i.e. they are not 

connected grammatically with the rest of the sentence. They are interjections 

(e.g.: ah, oh, good heavens, why, well, etc.), direct addresses (e.g.: Here is 

the letter for you, my dear), parentheses (words and phrases like: certainly, 

indeed, maybe, naturally, perhaps; besides, finally, nevertheless, therefore, 

yet; at least, in my opinion, on the one hand, to begin with, to tell the truth, 

etc.). 

 

6.8. Detached parts of the sentence 

Adverbial modifiers, attributes and prepositional objects may stand in 

loose connection to the word they modify, i.e. they may be detached parts of 

the sentence. Detached parts are usually marked by commas. E.g.: 

Having sealed and posted this letter, he went into the dining room (a 

detached adverbial modifier of time). 

Dixon was on his way out of the hotel, his shilling in his pocket (a 

detached complex adverbial modifier of attendant circumstances). 

Lizzy, a black-eyed child of seven, looked very shy (a detached attribute 

which is called a loose apposition1). 

                                                        
1 Apposition is a special kind of attribute winch gives another name to a noun which it modifies. 
Apposition may be close (e.g. Mr. Brown, Dr. Leech, Uncle Tom, the river Thames, etc.) and loose 
(detached) (e.g. Mr. Brown, my friend, lives next door). 
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7. SIMPLE SENTENCE ANALYSIS1 
 

Below an example of syntactic and morphological analysis of a simple 

sentence is suggested: 

In the morning I packed my bags and carried them to the elevator 

(Shaw). 

This is a simple, declarative, affirmative, two-member, complete, 

extended sentence. 

 

I is the subject, expressed by a personal pronoun, first person, singular, 

in the nominative case; 

packed and carried are homogeneous simple verbal predicates 

expressed by the verbs to pack and to carry in the past indefinite tense, the 

active voice, the indicative mood; 

my bags is a direct object to the verb to pack expressed by a common 

noun in the common case, plural; 

my is an attribute to the noun bags expressed by a possessive pronoun, 

first person, singular, in the conjoint form; 

them is a direct object to the verb carry expressed by a personal 

pronoun, third person, plural, in the objective case; 

to the elevator is an adverbial modifier of place expressed by a 

prepositional noun phrase; 

in the morning is an adverbial modifier of time expressed by a 

prepositional noun phrase. 

 

                                                        
1 Similar ways of sentence analysis are suggested in Бармина 1977; 119-120 (composite sentence 
analysis); Кобрина и др. 1986: 15-159 (simple and composite sentence analysis). 
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8. COMPOSITE SENTENCE ANALYSIS 
 

Composite sentences may be of four structural types: (1) complex 

sentences, clauses in which are in relations of dependence; (2) compound 

sentences, clauses in which are in relations of independence; (3) compound-

complex sentences, which consist of two or more co-ordinate clauses at least 

one of which has one or more subordinate clauses); (4) complex-compound 

sentences which consist of one principal and two or more homogenous 

subordinate clauses, joined with each other by coordination. 

Below an example of syntactic analysis of a composite sentence is 

suggested: 

 

1   2 

It was said │ I that you could always find a mug1 in the city 

to write a fat cheque for the production of a play ║ but│when 

4  3    5 

you came down to business │ you discovered │ that the main 

6  

condition was │ that the leading part should be played by some 

7  

pretty lady │ in whom he was interested (Maugham). 

 

This is a composite sentence because it contains more than one unit of 

finite predication. This sentence consists of seven clauses. It is a compound-

complex sentence because the clauses stand in relations of independence 

and those of dependence, 

It was said (1) is the first principal (co-ordinate) clause; 

that you could always find a mug in the city to write a fat cheque for the 

                                                        
1 a mug – here: простак, бевзень, роззява. 
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production of a play (2) is a subject clause connected by means of the 

conjunction that; 

you discovered (3) is the second principal (со-ordinate) clause. Both 

principal clauses are joined by means of the adversative conjunction but; 

when you came down to business (4) is an adverbial clause of time It 

refers to the verb to discover (discovered) in the second principal clause and 

is connected by means of the conjunction when; 

that the main condition was (5)is an object clause. It refers to the verb to 

discover (discovered) in the second principal clause and is connected by 

means of the conjunction that; 

that the leading part should be played by some pretty lady (6) is a 

predicative clause. It is connected by means of the conjunction that; 

in whom he was interested (7) is an attributive clause (relative 

restrictive). It refers to the noun lady (the antecedent) and is connected by 

means of the relative pronoun (in) whom. 

The scheme of the sentence:   
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9. THE COMPOUND SENTENCE 
 

A compound sentence consists of two or more clauses of equal rank 

which form one syntactical whole in meaning and intonation. 

Coordinate clauses may be linked together with of without a connector, 

in the first case they are joined syndetically, in the second case-asyndetically. 

Syndetic coordination is realized with a number of conjunctions, such as 

and, but, or, nor, for, etc; or with conjunctive adverbs, such as so, yet, still, 

otherwise, therefore, etc. 

The main semantic feature of the compound sentence is that it follows 

the flow of thought; thus the content of each successive clause is related to 

the previous one. 

There are two syntactical features of the compound sentence which 

distinguish it from the complex sentence. 

The first is as follows. The opening clause plays the leading role, and 

each successive clause is joined to the previous one either syndetically or 

asyndetically. 

A sentence may begin with a coordinating connector, but the latter joins 

the whole sentence to the previous context. 

But most of all he would miss Celia, for they had done many things 

together, shared so much fun and excitement. 

The second feature is that the clauses are sequentially fixed. Thus a 

coordinate clause cannot change place with the previous clause without 

changing or distorting the meaning of the whole sentence. 

You may go, but don't be late for dinner. 

The weather was bad, it threatened to become worse, so we stayed at 

home. 

There is another feature of the compound sentence that distinguishes it 

from the complex sentence. Structurally coordinate clauses, either opening or 

subsequent, may belong to the same communicative types as simple 
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sentence. 

You may go, but don't forget to tell your mother. 

I had to leave at once, for whatever else could I have done? 

From the point of view of the relationship between coordinate clauses, 

we distinguish four kinds of coordinate connection: copulative, adversative, 

disjunctive and causative-consecutive. The type of connection is expressed 

not only by means of coordinating connectives, but also by the general 

meaning of clauses conveyed by their lexical and grammatical content. This 

accounts for asyndetic coordination and for various uses of the conjunction 

and. It also explains the fact that independent sentences are usually linked 

without any conjunction. 

Thus the following independent sentences may easily be converted into 

a compound sentence with three coordinate clauses. 

I do believe one of them was Mr. Jones. 

I may have been mistaken. They were far. 

The writer might have put it as follows: 

I do believe one of them was Mr. Jones, but. 

I may have been mistaken, for they were far. 

Copulative coordination implies that two events or ideas conveyed by 

coordinate clauses are merely joined in time and place. 

The copulative connectors are: the conjunctions and, nor, neither... nor, 

not only but (also), as well as, and the conjunctive adverbs then, moreover. 

And is the conjunction most frequently used to realize copulative 

coordination. It may suggest mere addition. 

Then she (Ellen) went home and wrote Brody a thank you note for 

being so nice... 

The conjunction nor joins two negative clauses. 

I didn't recognize the girl, nor did I remember her name. 

The correlative pairs neither... nor, not only... but (also) express mere 

addition. 
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I not only remembered the girl's name, but also knew everything about 

her family. 

The conjunctive adverb then joins clauses describing successive 

events. 

We went along the street, then we turned to the left. 

Copulative connection may be also expressed asyndetically. 

The bus stopped, the automatic door sprang open, a lady got in, then 

another lady. 

Adversative coordination joins clauses containing opposition, contradiction 

or contrast Adversative connectors are: the conjunctions but, while, whereas, 

the conjunctive adverbs yet, still, nevertheless, and the conjunctive particle only 

Adversative coordination may also be realized asyndetically. The main 

adversative conjunction is but. The clause introduced by but conveys some 

event that is opposite to what is expected from the contents of the first clause. 

The story was amusing, but nobody laughed.  

But may also join clauses contrasted in meaning. 

The English system of noun forms is very simple, but the system of verb 

forms is most intricate. The conjunctions while and whereas express 

contrastive relations. 

Peter is an engineer, while his brother is a musician. 

Some people prefer going to the theatre, whereas others will stay at 

home watching TV programmes. 

Disjunctive connection denotes choice between two alternatives. The 

disjunctive conjunctions are or, either... or, the conjunctive adverbs else (or 

else), otherwise. 

Either listen to me, or I shall stop reading to you. 

Causative-consecutive coordination joins clauses connected in such a 

way that one of them contains a reason and the other – a consequence. The 

only causative-consecutive conjunction is for. 

John must have gone, for nobody answers the call. 
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COMPOUND SENTENCE: 

1) The type as to the means of syntactic connection (syndetic, 

asyndetic). In case of syndetic, point out the concrete formal signal of 

syntactic connection (conjunctions, connective pronouns or adverbs); 

2) The type of the compound sentence according to the semantic kind 

of coordination (copulative, disjunctive, adversative, causative-consecutive 

(or causal, resultative); 

3) The constituents of the compound sentence (the leading and 

sequential clauses); 

4) The leading clause (See "General Characteristics of the Simple 

Sentence" and "The Parts of the Sentence Model"); 

5) The Sequential Clauses (See "General Characteristics of the Simple 

Sentence" and "The Parts of the Sentence Model"). 

Some people prefer going to the theatre whereas others will stay at 

home watching TV programmes. 

This is compound, syndetic sentence with adversative type of 

coordination. 

The leading clause is Some people prefer going to the theatre. 

The sequential clause is Others will stay at home watching TV 

programmes.  

Some people prefer going to the theatre. 

This is declarative, affirmative, simple, two-member, complete, 

extended, definite personal sentence. 

The subject – people – simple, notional, definite personal subject 

expressed by a simple, common, collective noun which is singular in form but 

plural in meaning, common case form. 

Prefer – simple verbal predicate expressed by the verb “to prefer” in 

present tense form, indicative mood form, active voice form, common aspect 

form, non-perfect correlation form, third person, singular. 

Going – simple, direct object expressed by gerund-active voice form, 
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non-perfect correlation form. 

To the theatre – simple adverbial modifier of place expressed by simple, 

common, class noun in singular number form, common case form with 

preposition. 

The sequential clause is . . . (see the analysis of the leading clause). 

 

10. THE COMPLEX SENTENCE 
 

A complex sentence formed by subordination consists of a principal 

clause and one or more subordinate clauses. 

Subordination is marked by some formal signals contained either in the 

subordinate clause (This is the news which he didn’t know), or in both-the 

main and the subordinate clause (He was as ignorant as any uneducated 

person is). 

These formal signals may be conjunctions or connectives. 

Conjunctions are formal devices the only function of which is to link 

clauses and express the relation between them. They usually stand at the 

beginning of a joined clause. 

Conjunctions may be one word-form (that, because, though, etc), 

phrasal (in order that, so far as, etc), or paired (as... as, such... as). 

Connectives combine two functions - that of linking clauses and that of 

a part of the sentence in the subordinate clause. 

Connectives are subdivided into conjunctive words (conjunctive 

subordinating pronouns and adverbs) which are used to join subject, 

predicative and object clauses and relative words (pronouns and adverbs), 

which are used to join attributive clauses. 
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Formal Indicatiors of Subordination (Connectors) 

 Connectors  
  
        
 Conjunctions   Connectives  
       
        
Conjunctive words Relative words 
        

  
Conjunctive 
pronouns 

Conjunctive 
adverbs 

Relative 
pronouns 

 Relative 
adverbs 

 

Conjunctions perform pure grammatical function, they only introduce 

subordinate clauses into the main one. Connectives introduce subordinate 

clauses into the main clause and they are parts of the sentence, i.e. they 

perform syntactic functions. 

Relative pronouns and adverbs introduce Attributive relative clauses. 

Conjunctive pronouns and adverbs introduce subject predicative, object 

clauses and attributive appositive clauses. 

When clauses are joined by connectors they are said to be joined 

syndetically. If no special linking element is used they are said to be joined 

asyndetically. 

A complex sentence maу consist of more than two clauses. It may form 

a hierarchy of clauses. This is called successive subordination.  

I see that you have lost the key (which I gave you). 

Here is the structure of the sentence: 

main clause → subordinate clause → subordinate clause. 

The main clause may have several coordinate clauses of equal rank. 

This kind of relationship, is called parallel subordination, and the subordinate 

clauses are homogeneous. 

I know that you are afraid of me and that you suspect me of something. 

In this case the structure of the sentence is: 
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Main clause 

Subordinate clause 

Subordinate clause 

and 

 
The main clause may have several subordinate clauses with different 

functions. 

The party was held in a large room which was already crowded when 

we came. 

 

Main clause 
  

Subordinate clause 
  

Subordinate clause 

 

In this complex sentence the first subordinate clause is subordinated 

directly to the main clause (1st grade of subordination) while the second clause 

is subordinated to the first subordinate clause (2ond grade of subordination). 

Complex sentences are classified according to the function of the 

subordinate clauses (that is, according to their meaning and position in relation 

to the main clause). 

Subordinate clauses function as different parts of the sentence (subject, 

predicative, object, apposition, attribute, adverbial modifier). 

 

10.1. Subject clauses 

Subject subordinate clauses have the function of the subject to the 

predicate of the main clause.  

They are introduced by: 
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a) conjunctions: that, whether, if. 

b) conjunctive pronouns: who, what, which. 

c) conjunctive adverbs: when, where, how, why. 

Complex sentences with subject clauses may be of two patterns: 

I. With a subject clause preceding the predicate of the main clause. 

What I need is a good advice. 

Whether I talked or not made little difference. 

Subject clauses of this type can't be joined asyndetically. 

II. With a subject clause in final position. 

The usual place of the subject being occupied by formal it (the 

introductory it). 

In this pattern of a complex sentence the subject clause may be joined 

asyndetically. 

 

10.2. Predicative clauses 

Subordinate predicative clauses have the function of a predicative. 

The link-verb is in the main clause. The predicative clause together with the 

link-verb forms a compound nominal predicate to the subject of the main 

clause. 

Predicative clauses are introduced by: 

a) conjunctions: that, whether, if, as, as if; 

b) conjunctive pronouns: who, what, which; 

c) conjunctive adverbs: when, where, how, why. 

Predicative clauses may follow the main clauses in which the subject is 

a notional word, although it usually has a very general meaning (thing, 

question, problem, news, rule, trouble). 

The problem is who will help him. 

If both the subject and the predicative are expressed by clauses the 

principal clause consists only of a link-verb. 

What he says //is// that he goes away? 
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A predicative clause has a fixed position in the sentence — it always 

follows a link, with, which it forms a compound nominal predicate. The most 

common link verbs are, to be, to feel, to look, to seem, less frequent are to 

appear, to remain, to become, to sound. 

 
10.3. Object clauses. 

An object subordinate clause has the function of an object to the 

predicate of the main clause. 

Object clauses may refer to any verbal form, either finite or non-finite. 

I don't know why I like you so much. John followed, wondering if he had 

offended her.  

Object clauses are introduced by: 

a) conjunctions (that, if, whether, lest); 

b) conjunctive pronouns (who, what, which); 

c) conjunctive adverbs (when, where, how, why). 

An object clause may either follow or precede the main clause; it may 

be joined asyndetically and in this case it always follows the main clause. 

Swithin said he would go back to lunch at Timothy's.  

Like objects in a simple sentence, object clauses may vary in their 

relation to the main clause and in the way they are attached to the word they 

refer to or depend on. 

An object clause may directly follow the word it refers to (a non-

prepositional object clause). 

I know when I am wasting time. 

A particular case of this type of object clauses is indirect speech 

following verbs of saying. 

He said he had never heard of it. He asked me if I wanted to stay. 

Object clauses of this subtype are more informative than their main 

clauses, the role of the latter being relegated to that of introducing the source 

of information. 
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Object clauses may refer to some adjectives expressing perception, 

desire, feeling, assurance (certain, sure, sorry, pleased, desirous, jealous, 

anxious, etc.) and to the statives (aware, afraid, glad, etc.). 

He was glad that no one was at home. I am very sorry / disturbed you. 

An object clause may refer to formal it followed by the objective 

predicative. 

I think it necessary that you should go there at once. 

An object clause may be joined to the main clause by prepositions after, 

about, before, for, of, as to, except, etc. (a prepositional object clause). 

If a preposition is very closely attached to the preceding verb or 

adjective (to agree upon, to call for, to comment on (upon), to depend on, to 

insist on, to hear of, ect.) it generally precedes the object clause. 

I am not certain of what he did. 

I want to be paid for what I do. 

 
10.4. Attributive clauses in modern english 

On the complex sentence level an attributive clause performs the 

function of an attribute to some nominal element in the main clause, which is 

called the antecedent: 

This isn't a decision that I can make in a moment. 

Traditionally attributive clauses are divided into relative and appositive. 

Relative clauses are in their turn classified into restrictive (limiting, 

defining) and non-restrictive (descriptive, non-defining). 

 

10.5. Restrictive clauses 

Restrictive Clause limits (restricts) the meaning of the antecedent. This 

restriction is of two kinds: 

1. individualizing, when the thing (in the broad sense) denoted by the 

antecedent cannot be mixed up with any other thing; 

E.g.: The young man who answered the door was my friend. 
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2. classifying, when the meaning of the antecedent is narrowed and the 

thing denoted by the antecedent is one of the like. 

E.g.: I don't want to read books that are written in a hurry. 

A restrictive clause cannot be omitted without affecting the precise 

meaning of the sentence as a whole and its structure.  

Restrictive clauses are introduced by: 

1. The relative pronouns that, who (whom), whose, which, as. 

Note as introduces those clauses which correlate with the pronouns 

such and some in the main clause.  

Examples: 

Individualizing clauses  Classifying clauses 

But the few years that separated I can do anything that I am told. 

us were wider than an ocean. 

He offered me the same conditions Can a man who truly loves be so 

as he offered you. apprehensive? 

2. the relative adverbs when and where. 

I remember the moment when it came to me. 

Can you show me the place where Shakespeare lived. 

(Both clauses are individualizing); 

3. asyndetically (contact clauses); 

I think he was the saddest person I’ve ever known.  

The only person he had spoken to was Harding. 

(Both clauses are individualizing). 

 

10.6. Non-restrictive clauses. 

A non-restrictive clause gives some additional information about the 

antecedent. It can be left out without affecting of the whole sentence. Non-

restrictive clauses are commonly set off by commas. 

Non-restrictive clauses are introduced by: 

1. relative pronouns who(whom), whose, which and comparatively 
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seldom that: 

She glanced at Clive, who hadn't spoken very much. 

So after one loud knock, which met with no response, I walked in. 

2. relative adverbs when and where 

Since last summer, when he spent his vacation in Maine, he had 

suspected that he was on the verge of falling in love with her. 

Note: Non-restrictive clauses are not introduced asyndetically.  

A variety of non-restrictive clauses are so-called continuative ones. 

Formally they are subordinate clauses but semantically they rather 

correspond to coordinate clauses. The relative pronouns introducing them 

might be replaced by the conjunction and. 

The difference between non-restrictive proper and continuative clauses 

is that the former are generally placed immediately after the antecedent, while 

the latter may stand at some distance from it: 

I explained to the lady how it was, who then rang a bell, and called out 

"William . . ." (And she rang the bell). 

There is another understanding of this term. N.Kobrina, E. Korneeva. 

Y.Kaushanskaya mean by continuative clauses those which are introduced 

by the relative pronoun which and those antecedent is all the main clause: 

We shall have the governess in a day or two, which will be a great 

satisfaction. 

 

10.7. Appositive clauses 

Appositive Clauses disclose the meaning of the antecedent. To draw a 

line demarcation between relative and appositive it is necessary to resort to 

the method of transformation: appositive clauses can be transformed into 

predicative, whereas relative ones cannot. 

the thought that his adored daughter should learn of that old scandal 

hurt his pride too much → the thought was that his adored daughter should 

learn of that old scandal. 
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The antecedent of an appositive clause is expressed only by abstract 

nouns (idea, notion, fact, question, hope suggestion and lots of others). Unlike 

relative clauses, appositive ones are introduced by: 

1. the conjunctions that, if, whether: 

I had a hope that the police had found the case too thin. 

2. the conjunctive (not relative) pronouns what, who (whom), whose, 

which and the conjunctive adverbs when, where, why, how: 

I had no idea what was going on between the chief and Mary Hudson. 

There seemed no good reason why he had chosen to live here. 

Semantic classification of Attributive Clauses 

  attributive clauses   
      
    
 relative   appositive  
     
    
 restrictive 

(limiting) 
 non-restrictive 

(descriptive) 
 

    
       

individualizing  classifying non-restrictive 
proper 

 continuative 

 

The years that separated us were wider than an ocean. 

This is complex, syndetic, declarative sentence. 

The main clause is – The years were wider than an ocean. 

The subordinate clause is – That separated us. 

This is attributive, relative, restrictive subordinate clause which is 

introduced to the main clause by relative pronoun that which performs the 

function of the subject.  
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the main clause 

 

the subordinate 

clause 

 

The years were wider than an ocean. 

This is declarative, affirmative, simple, two member, complete, 

extended, definite personal sentence. 

The years – simple, notional, definite personal subject expressed by 

simple common, abstract noun in plural number form, common case form.  

were wider – compound nominal predicate consisting of a link verb of 

being “to be” in past tense form and simple predicative expressed by simple, 

qualitative adjective in comparative degree. 

than an ocean – simple adverbial modifier of comparison expressed by 

simple common, class noun in singular number form, common case form. 

That separated us (see the analysis of the main clause).  

 

10.8. The complex sentence with an adverbial clause 

Adverbial clauses are usually classified according to their meaning that 

is, according to the relation they bear to the main clause. 

According to their semantics we distinguish adverbial clauses of place, 

time, manner, comparison, condition, concession, purpose, cause, result. 

An adverbial clause may qualify the whole main clause, the verbal 

predicate or any verbal part, and also parts expressed by an adjective or 

adverb. Its position therefore varies: it may be initial, medial, or final-

depending on what part of the sentence it refers to and on the general 

structure of the main clause. 

Women are very shy when they are expressing their emotions. 

One day, because the days were so short, he decided to give up 

algebra and geometry. 

 

That 
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10.8.1. The Adverbial Clause Of Place 

An adverbial clause of place defines the place or the direction of the 

action expressed in the principal clause. It may be introduced by one of the 

following conjunctions: where, whence, wherever, everywhere (that). Clause 

introduced by wherever can express direction as well as position. 

He was standing where he always had stood, on the rug before the 

living-room fire. 

Wherever they came people greeted them. 

He took a chair whence he could see the street. 

 
10.8.2. The Adverbial Clause of Time 

An adverbial clause of time characterizes the action expressed in the 

clause from the temporal point of view. An adverbial clause of time may be 

introduced by conjunctions: as, as soon as, as long as, when, whenever, 

while, till, until, after, before, since, recently formed conjunctions and phrasal 

conjunctions: the time (that), the day (that), next time, every (each) time, 

immediately, once. 

Every conjunction in the above list imparts a particular shade of 

meaning to the temporal relation-priority, succession of actions, the beginning 

or the end of the action, repetition, coincidence of two actions, gradual 

development of a process, etc. These temporal relations can be illustrated by 

the following examples: 

When a Forsyte was engaged, married, or born, the Forsytes were 

present. 

Whenever there was a pause, he gently asked again. 

The conjunctions till and until introduce clauses which fix the end of the 

action in the main clause if the latter contains no negation, as in: 

She resolved to wait till Clym came to look for her. 

 If the time reference in the subordinate clause with till or until is to a 

commencement point, the main clause is always negative. For example: 
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He did not say a word till he was asked. 

The boy didn't start to read until he went to school.  

The conjunction since may introduce a clause which indicates the 

beginning of a period of time continuing up to now or up to some time in the 

past. 

In the first case the present perfect is used in the principal clause, in the 

second the past perfect. In a temporal clause the past indefinite tense is used 

in both cases. For example: 

I have only seen him once since I left school. 

She told me she had been ill since she came back from the seaside. 

Conjunctions of recent formation have mainly been formed from nouns 

denoting time, although some are formed from adverbs denoting time. They 

are the time, the moment, the instant, immediately, directly and others. Most 

of them are used to introduce subordinate clauses denoting the exact 

moment of the action in the main clause or the quick succession of the 

actions in both clauses. 

Well be married the very moment we find a house. 

Directly he saw me, he slipped back into the room. 

Immediately he had lain down and closed his eyes, his consciousness 

went racing on without him. 

 
10.8.3. The Adverbial Clause of Manner (Comparison) 

Adverbial clauses of manner (comparison) characterize the action 

expressed by the predicate in the main clause. They also may refer to a 

detached attribute or to an adverbial modifier. 

These clauses are introduced by as, as though as if, the more ...,the 

more, the less ... the less, like, etc. 

He did as he was asked. 

The more I knew of the inmates of Moore House, the better I liked them. 

In the above type of complex sentences both clauses may be elliptical 
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especially in colloquial speech and proverbs:  

The sooner, the better.  

The more, the merrier.  

Compare with Ukrainian: 

Чим швидше, тим краще. 

In comparative clauses the subject it is often omitted. I leave you to act 

as seems best (as it seems best). 

 
10.8.4.The Adverbial Clause of Condition 

Adverbial clauses of condition contain some condition (either real or 

unreal) which makes the action in the main clause possible.  

Adverbial clause of condition may be introduced by conjunctions: if, 

unless, once, in case. There are also several conjunctions derived from 

verbal forms and ending with optional that: provided (that), providing (that), 

suppose (that), supposing (that), considering (that), admitting (that), 

presuming (that), seeing (that). 

Conditional clauses introduced by if and other conjunctions (with the 

exception of unless) imply uncertainty. Therefore they often contain non-

assertive forms of pronouns and pronominal adverbs, such as any, anybody, 

anything, anywhere. 

If anything troubles you, you'd better tell me. 

If anyone asks for me, tell him to wait.  

If you don't come, they will be pleased. 

 

10.8.5. The Adverbial Clause of Concession 

In complex sentences with a concessive clause there is a contrast 

between the content of the main clause and of the subordinate one: the 

action or fact described in the main clause is carried out or takes place 

despite the fact or action expressed in the subordinate clause. 

This type of clause is introduced by conjunctions: although, though, if, 
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whether ... or, group conjunctions: even if, even when, correlated 

conjunctions: though ... yet, conjunctive pronouns or adverbs: whoever, 

whatever, whichever, whenever, wherever (which may stand for almost any 

part of the sentence), as; or conjunctive phrases: no matter how, no matter 

what, for all that, despite that, in spite of the fact, despite that. 

 Although the weather was bad, he went for a walk. 

 

10.8.6. The Adverbial Clause of Purpose 

Clauses of purpose generally contain a contemplated or planned action, 

which is to be achieved by the action expressed by the predicate or any 

verbal part in the main clause. The predicate in the subordinate clause is in 

the subjunctive mood. Adverbial clauses of purpose are introduced by 

conjunctions that, so that, in order that, lest, for fear that. 

I tell you all this so that you may understand me perfectly well After the 

conjunction lest the suppositional mood with the auxiliary should is generally 

used. 

He was going on tiptoes, lest he should disturb her. 

 
10.8.7. The Adverbial Clause of Cause 

Adverbial clauses of cause (or causative clauses) express the reason, 

cause, or motivation of the action expressed in the main clause, or else that 

of motivation. 

Since you are here, we may begin our talk. 

Causative clauses may be introduced by the conjunctions as, because, 

since, so that, seeing (that), considering; or by the conjunctive phrases for the 

reason that, in view of the fact that, in so far as, by reason of. 

Since there is no help, let us try and bear it as best we can.  

They went arm-in-arm-James with Imogene, because his pretty 

grandchild cheered him. 

As can be seen from the above examples, the causative clause may 
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stand in preposition to the main clause, or follow it. It may be also embedded 

within the main clause as in: 

She loved to give, since she had plenty, and sent presents here and 

there to Lilian, the children, and others. 

Each of the conjunctions and conjunctive phrases expresses a certain 

shade of causative meaning, and so they are not always inter-changeable. 

Because usually introduces clauses with the meaning of real cause. This can 

be illustrated by the ability of because-clauses (but not others) to be included 

in questions. Thus it is correct to say: 

Did you ask him because he was famous or for another reason? 

But it is wrong to say: "Did you ask him since he was famous...?" 

The other reason why causal conjunctions, though synonymous, are not 

always interchangeable with because, is that some of them are 

polyfunctional: as and since may be conjunctions of time, as well as of cause. 

For example: His mood changed as they marched down to the clocks 

temporal relation. 

 

10.8.8. The Adverbial Clause of Result (Consequence) 

An adverbial clause of result denotes some consequence or result the 

action expressed in the main clause. It may be introduced hr the conjunction so 

that, or simply that. 

She sat behind me so that I could not see the expression of her face. 

Clauses with the correlatives 50 and such (so ... that, such ... that) 

express manner (though with the shade of resultative meaning) and are treated 

as such. 

The conjunction so that may also introduce clauses of purpose, this 

function is easily distinguished, as clauses of purpose may be transformed into 

an adverbial modifier of purpose whereas an adverbial clause of result cannot. 
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Part 2. PRACTICE SECTION 
 

EXERCISES 
 

Exercise 1.  

1. Краще б вам працювати разом.2. Ви б краще доглядали хворого 

сина. 3. Вам би краще відвідати картинну галерею. 4. Ви б краще 

подивилися це слово в словнику. 5. Краще б ви нічого не планувати 

заздалегідь. 6. Їй краще не втручатися в цю брудну справу. 7. В мого брата 

страшенно болить голова. Краще йому не йти до школи сьогодні. 8. Ви б 

краще прослухали цей текст в фонолабораторії. 9. Вона сказала, що йде 

дощ. Краще б нам сидіти вдома. 10. Вона сказала, що завтра буде гарна 

погода. То нам би краще поїхати за місто. 11. Ви б краще купили новий 

автомобіль. 12. Ви б краще швидше упакували ці речі. 13. Їй би краще 

прийняти рішення вчитися у медичному університеті. 14. Погода дуже 

погана. Йому б краще здати квитки до каси. 15. Вона б краще допомогла 

Тому розв’язати цю задачу. 16. Ви б краще переслали мені рукописи 

якнайшвидше. 17. Вона б краще зосередилася на своїй роботі. 18. Ви б 

краще прибрали свою кімнату. 19. Йому б краще поїхати до Криму у 

відпустку. 20. Їй би краще їхати вечірнім потягом. 

 
Exercise 2. Advise your friend: 

1.to get this book from the library; 2. to look after his/her sick cousin; 3. to 

visit some historic places in that town; 4. to rest an hour or so before doing this 

job; 5. (not) to look for this book in the bookcase; 6. to look about before 

crossing the street; 7. not to make the plans for the summer so early; 8. to make 

friends with that boy; 9. to buy this book; 10. not to interfere in these affairs. 

 

Exercise 3. 

a) Translate into Ukrainian. 
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1. I'm sure they'd much rather have some sandwiches to eat on the 

way. 2. She's not at all musical. She'd much rather see a good film. 3. She 

hates to be in people's way. She'd much rather stay at a hotel. 4. Would you 

rather stay at home to-night? 5. The weather is so fine. I'd rather walk at least 

part of the way. 6. I'd rather not have any lunch to-day. Which would you 

rather take? 

b) Paraphrase the sentences using "I would rather/sooner do smth." 

1. You prefer not to put off this job but to do it right away. 2.You choose 

not to get this book from the library but to buy it. 3. You prefer not to go on an 

excursion to Moscow but to have your holiday in the countryside. 4.You 

choose not to stay at home but to go to a holiday camp. 5.You prefer, not to 

go to the sea but to have a walking holiday. 6. You prefer not to have a cup of 

coffee but some milk. 7. You choose not to write a letter to your friend but to 

phone him. 8. You prefer not to go to the cinema but watch this film on TV. 

9. You choose not to go to your friend's place but to invite his/her to your 

place. 

c) Translate into English. 

1. Я вважав би за краще не відкладати цієї роботи. 2. Краще я куплю 

цю книгу. 3. Я б віддав перевагу подорожі до Москви. 4. Я б не хотів 

залишитися там ні на один день. 5. Я краще займусь спортом. 6. Краще я 

вип’ю чашечку кави. 7. Я б вважав би за краще прочитати цю книгу в 

оригіналі. 8. Я б хотів провести відпустку інакше. 9. Я б віддала перевагу 

туризму, бо він значно дешевший. 10. Я вважав би за краще врахувати дані 

цих досліджень у нашій подальшій роботі. 11. Їй би було краще відпочити 

від екскурсій. 12. Він вважав би за краще проводити свої досліди у 

лабораторії. 13. Вона вважала би за краще, щоб погода не змінювалася на 

гірше. 14. Я вважав би за краще зустрітися після 5 години (5 р.m.) 15. Вони 

вважали б за краще припинити це обговорення. 16. Чи не вважали б ви за 

краще поставити усі крапки над «і»? 17. Вона б віддала перевагу провести 

усе літо на півдні. 18. Я б вважав за краще не писати реферат на цю тему. 
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19. Джоні вважав за краще їхати до відрядження завтра. 20. Вона вважала 

за краще не пропускати лекцію про Шекспіра. 

 

Exercise 4.  

a) Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. If only jour mother could see you now. 2. If only he gave me a job. 

3. Oh, if I had this chance. 4. If only someone had warned me. 5. If only it did 

not rain. 6. Oh, if you had never gone there. 7. If only I were young again. 8. If 

only we found a taxi. 9. Oh, if she had taken my advice. 10. If only you 

realized how important it is. 11. If only I could help you. 12. Oh, if she might 

get there in time. 

b) Express your wish: 

I .Your friend did not get the telegram and did not meet you. You wish 

she had got your telegram. 

2. You don't know Italian and can’t act as an interpreter. You wish to 

know this language. 

 3. Your friend did not let you know about her arrival and you did not 

see her. You wish she had let you know about it. 

4. It is autumn now. You wish it to be spring now.  

5. Your friend did not warn you about the danger and you got into 

trouble. You wish she had warned you about it. 

6. You did not know about the meeting and did not attend it. You wish 

you had known about it. 

7. Tour summer holidays are over. You wish to have them now. 

с) Translate into English. 

1. Ох, якби він отримав мою телеграму. 2. Ох, хоч би він погодився 

почекати ще тиждень. 3. Ох, хоч би погода не зіпсувалася. 4. Ех, якби ж 

він повідомив нас про свій план. 5. Ех, якби ж ми замовили квитки 

заздалегідь. 6. Якби ж не було так спекотно. 7. Якби ж він не був таким 

сором’язливим. 8. Якби ж ви тільки подзвонили до мене. 9. Якби ж він 
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написав мені про свою хворобу. 10. Якби ж ви переконали його прийти 

сюди. 11. Ех, якби ж я знав, що ви з дружиною приїдете цим літом в 

Англію. 12. Якби ж ви тільки потоваришували з ними. Це чудова сім’я. 

13. У вас такий поганий вигляд. Як би ви не ходили на збори сьогодні. 

14. Ох, як би ти не приймав поспішних рішень. 15. Як би вона не робила 

так багато помилок. 16. Ох, як би вчителька пояснила нам ці важкі 

правила ще раз. 17. Ох, як би спорудження цього будинку було 

завершено до кінця місяця. 18. Ох, як би ми могли тільки брати участь у 

змаганнях. 19. Ох, як би він дістав квитки на футбольний матч вчора. 

20. Хоч би він розумів такі прості речі. 21. Ох, як би всі прочитали цю 

книгу перед семінаром. 22. Ох, як би він надав хлопцю ще один шанс. 

23. Ох, як би ви самі прийняли рішення з цього важливого питання. 

24. Ох, як би ви були тут о восьмій. 25. Ох, як би ми пішли вчора до 

театру. 

 
Exercise 5. Complete the following sentences. 

1. You were going to visit your friends but could not do it because your 

mother was ill. But for your mother's illness ... 

2. You promised your friend to come to her birthday party but did not 

come because your mother was leaving. But for your mother's departure ... 

3.  You'd like to go to the forest. But it is cold. But for the cold ... 

4. Your friend asked you to meet her at the station but you did not meet 

her because you were having lessons. But for the lessons... 

5. Your friend invites you to a party. But you are to take an exam ... 

6. You are going to the country tomorrow after classes. But you have 

got a telegram announcing your mother's arrival and can't go. But for your 

mother's arrival... 

 

Exercise 6. Translate into English. 

1. Якби не дощ, ми б могли поїхати на суботу та неділю за місто. 
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2. Якби не спека, було б приємно пройтись додому пішки. 3. Якби не її 

хвороба, вона б легко справилась з домашнім завданням. 4. Якби не 

твоя неуважність, ти б не забув про збори. 5. Якби не її хвороба, вона 

була б хорошою студенткою. 6. Якби не погана погода, я б показав Вам 

багато історичних пам'яток у нашому місті. 7. Я просто вивчив текст 

напам'ять, а то б усе переплутав. 8. Я б не сказала, що це легка вправа. 

9. Він ще не знає про конференцію, а то б він уже був тут. 10. Мабуть, 

поїзд запізнився, а то б вони вже приїхали. 11. Було б дуже добре 

закінчити все сьогодні. 12.Вона ще зовсім недосвідчена, а то вона б так 

не робила. 13. Минулої неділі цілий день йшов дощ, інакше б ми поїхали 

за місто. 14. Я волів би не втручатися. 15.Якби не головний біль, я б 

приєднався до вас. 16. Вона й не збиралася їхати, а то б уже давно 

спакувала свої речі. 17. То ви бачили виставу без Образцової. Вона б 

Вам значно більше сподобалась. 18. Чому ж ти не пішов туди на другий 

день? Вони б дуже зраділи. 19. Якби не дощ, ми б гарно провели час за 

містом. 20. Якби не мої заняття, я б зайшов до вас ввечері. 21. Якби не 

день народження мого друга, я б пішов з тобою до театру. 22. Якби не 

твоя допомога, я б не написав дипломну роботу. 23. Якби не моє погане 

здоров’я, я б поїхав з друзями у гори. 24. Якби не наші іспити, ми б 

поїхали за місто на вихідні. 25. Якби не твої помилки в контрольній 

роботі, ти б здала іспит. 26. Якби не твоя відпустка, ти б поїхав до 

відрядження до Лондона. 27. Якби не дощі під час нашої відпустки, ми б 

дуже гарно засмагли. 28. Якби не твоя ледачість, ти б вчилася на 

«відмінно». 29. Якби не тест з англійської у понеділок, то ми всі були б 

щасливі. 30. Якби не ти, я б не купив корейський автомобіль. 31. Якби не 

залік з екології, я б взагалі не ходив би на ці лекції. 32. Якби не ти, я б не 

був таким агресивним. 33. Якби не мої батьки, мені б довелося 

витрачати зароблені гроші на їжу. 34. Якби не твоя хвороба, тобі б не 

довелося залишатися в ліжку в такий чудовий день. 35. Я дуже зайнятий 

зараз, інакше я б відвідав вас сьогодні. 36. Я мушу йти до лікаря, інакше 
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я допомогла б тобі з перекладом. 37. Вона не працює у цій фірмі, інакше 

б вона одержувала гарну зарплатню. 38. У мене немає зараз грошей, 

інакше я б купив цю чудову книгу. 39. Вона не вчилася на «відмінно», 

інакше вона закінчила б школу з золотою медаллю. 40. Яка жахлива 

погода, а то б ми поїхали до Смітів. 41. Зараз йде дощ, а то б ми з’їздили 

до лісу по гриби. 42. У нас сьогодні збори, а то б ми зустрілися. 

43. Містер Волтон не любить подорожувати, інакше він би об’їздив увесь 

світ. 44. Джейн не могла зробити цю роботу, інакше вона б не попросила 

допомогти її. 45. У мене немає відеомагнітофону, інакше я б дивився 

фільми з ранку до вечора. 

 

Exercise 7. Use the corresponding mood form instead of the infinitive in 

brackets. 

1. It is high time the students (to know) this story well. 2. It's high time 

you (to bring) the book. 3. It's high time they (to translate) this article. 4. It's 

high time she (to ring up) me. 5. It's high time they (to make) all necessary 

arrangements. 6. It's high time he (to behave) better. 7. It's high time she (to 

be serious). 

 

Exercise 8. Translate into English. 

1.Час би вже братися до роботи серйозно. До екзаменів залишився 

тільки місяць. 2. Вже час їй подзвонити мені. Вона обіцяла повідомити мені 

про результати екзамену. 3. Час вже йому поводитися пристойно. Він - 

дорослий. 4. Час би йому вже бути серйознішим, він уже не дитина. 5. Час 

уже їм закінчувати роботу. Вони працюють уже 6 годин. 6. Час би їм 

взятися до уроків. Уже шоста година, а вони нічого не зробили. 7. Вам би 

вже час і допомогти їй. Вона вже довго працює і мабуть, стомилася. 8. Вам 

вже час переконати її відмовитись від цієї подорожі. Вона не буде 

корисною для неї. 9. Час вже Вам вирішити, як ви проведете свою 

відпустку. Час минає, а і ще нічого не зроблено. 10. Всім було вже час 
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лягати спати, бо було пізно. Але вони були зайняті роботою. 11. Мабуть, 

вже час мені і листа його одержати. 12. Вам вже давно час оглянути 

історичні пам'ятники нашого міста. 13.Час Вам потоваришувати з ним. Від - 

хороший хлопчина. 14. Час би щось перекусити. Я нічого не їв з самого 

ранку. 15. Мені здається, що Вам уже час провідати свого товариша. Ви ж 

із ним не бачилися вже три роки. 16. Час би Вам уже й знати правила. 

17. Час би Вам розказати їй усю правду. 18. Час Вам припинити ці 

суперечки. Все одно ніхто з вас не поступиться і ви ніколи не досягнете 

згоди. 19. Вже час Вам закінчити переклад цієї статті. Ви перекладаєте її 

вже два дні. 20. Джону час лягати спати. 21. Вже час вам придбати новий 

автомобіль. 22. Йому час зустрітися з Джоном. 23. Вже давно час вам 

закінчити свою дисертацію. 24. Час вже повертатися додому, бо вже дуже 

пізно. 25. Вже давно час Вам зрозуміти це правило. 26. Вже час у вашому 

віці знати такі прості речі. 27. Вам вже час зустрітися з професором і 

обговорити свою подальшу роботу над дисертацією. 28. Їй вже давно час 

прийняти якесь рішення. 29. Нам час трохи перепочити, перш ніж 

розпочинати роботу. 30. Вам час вже сходити до театру. Ви не були у 

театрі з минулого року. 31. Вам вже давно час позбутися поганих звичок. 

32. Студентам, які навчаються на комерційній основі, вже давно пора 

сплатити за навчання . 33. Вам давно час підстригтися. 34. Вам вже час 

повернути ці книги до бібліотеки. 35. Їй вже час бути уважною та досягти 

великих успіхів у роботі. 36. Їй вже давно час повернутися, а то я дуже 

хвилююся. 37. Вам час пофарбувати вікна, у кімнаті стане набагато 

світліше. 38. Вам вже давно час припинити працювати 12 годин на день. Ви 

виглядаєте дуже втомленим. 39. Час вам мати комп’ютер. Ви могли б 

надрукувати свою дипломну роботу самі. 40. Йому вже час готуватися до 

заліку, а він ще нічого не прочитав. 41. Їй вже час притримуватися дієти, бо 

вона така повна. 42. Вам час займатися спортом, ви б були дуже здорові. 

43. Вам вже час розповісти мені про свої проблеми, я б вам допоміг. 

44. Вам вже час працювати систематично, ви б вже досягли великих 
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успіхів. 45. Йому вже час приїхати до міста, він б взяв участь у обговоренні 

цієї книги. 46. Вам вже час показати професору свою роботу, а ви знову 

залишили свої папери вдома. 47. Вам вже час піти на прогулянку, але 

погода знову зіпсувалася. 48. Вам вже час дістати квитки на концерт, ми б 

одержали задоволення від чудових пісень. 49. Давно вже час бути 

обережним. З вами завжди трапляється нещастя. 50. Вам давно вже час 

поговорити зі мною. Ох, якби ви прийшли до мене завтра! 
 
Exercise 9. Complete the following sentences with an appropriate verb 

form. 

1. Our classroom doesn’t have any windows, I wish our classroom 

_______ windows. 2. The sun isn’t shining. I wish the sun _______ right now. 

3. I didn’t go shopping. I wish I _______ shopping. 4. I didn’t know how to 

dance. I wish I _______ how to dance. 5. You didn’t tell them about it. I wish you 

_______ them about it. 6. It is cold today. I’m not wearing a coat. I wish I 

_______ a coat. 7. I don’t have enough money to buy that book. I wish I 

_______ enough money. 8. Elena is tired because she went to bed late last 

night. She wishes she _____ to bed earlier last night. 9. I can’t go with you 

tomorrow, but I wish I _______ . 10. My friend won’t ever lend me his car. I wish 

he _______ me his car for my date tomorrow night. 11. Mrs. Takasawa isn’t 

coming to dinner with us tonight. I wish she _______ to dinner with us. 12. The 

teacher is going to give an exam tomorrow. I wish he _______ us an exam 

tomorrow. 13. You can’t meet my parents. I wish you _______ them. 14. Khalid 

didn’t come to the meeting. I wish he _______ to the meeting. 15. I am not lying 

on a beach in Hawaii. I wish I _______ on a beach in Hawaii. 

 
Exercise 10. Complete the sentences with an appropriate auxiliary verb. 

1. I’m not at home, but I wish I _______ . 2. I don’t know her, but I wish I 

_______ . 3. I can’t sing well, but I wish I _______ . 4. I didn’t go, but I wish I 

_______ . 5. He won’t talk about it, but I wish he _______ . 6. I didn’t read that 
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book, but I wish I _______ . 7. I want to go, but I can’t . I wish I _______ . 8. I 

don’t have a bicycle, but I wish I _______ . 9. He didn’t buy a ticket to the game, 

but he wishes he _______ . 10. She can’t speak English, but she wishes she 

_______ .11. It probably won’t happen, but I wish it _______ .12. He isn’t old 

enough to drive a car, but he wishes he _______ . 13. They didn’t go to the 

movie, but they wish they _______ . 14. I don’t have a driver’s license, but I wish 

I _______ . 15. I’m not living in an apartment, but I wish I _______ . 

 
Exercise 11. Discuss the questions:  

1. What is something you can’t do, but you wish you could do? 2. What do 

you wish you were doing now? 3. What is something you don’t have but wish 

you had? 4. What is something that didn’t happen yesterday, but that you 

wish had happened? 5. What is something that has never happened in your 

life, but that you wish would happen? 6. What is something that happened in 

your life, but that you wish had not happened? 7. What is something that you 

have to do but wish you didn’t have to do? 8. What is something that will not 

happen tomorrow, but that you wish would happen? 9. What is something you 

don’t know but wish you knew? 10. What is something you were unable to do 

yesterday, but you wish you could have done?  

 

Exercise 12. Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. I wish it were summer. 2. I wish it did not rain to-morrow. 3. I wish it 

were not raining. 4. I wish you did not speak like this. 5. I wish we had 

something to do at least. 6. Don't you wish it were not late? 7. We wished he 

got off the bus. 8. I wish we knew it for sure. 9. I know nothing, I only wish I 

did. 10. You'll wish you were home again. 11. She wished she had taken the 

chance. 12. You will wish you had not interfered. 13. How I wished I had let 

her alone! 14. We wished we had stayed at home. 15. Do you wish you had 

left the others? 16. I do wish I had not taken the dog. 17. I wish you had seen 

her face at that moment. 18. She'll wish she had taken the opportunity. 
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19. You'll wish you had taken better care of your teeth. 20. I wish the guests 

had not yet come. 

 

Exercise 13. Fill in the blanks using the corresponding mood form. 

1. I wish you... this film (saw, had seen). I am sure you would have liked 

it. 2. I wish you... earlier (came, had come). You should have gone to the 

museum together. 3. I wish you ... (had, had had) time to read this article. 

Now you would be able to answer all the questions. 4. I wish she … us about 

the day of her arrival (informed, had informed). We should have met at the 

station. 5. I wish all the students... regularly (work, worked). They would get 

better knowledge and their speech would be more fluent. 6. I wish you ... 

comrade N. (saw, had seen). 7. He would have told you many interesting 

things. 8. I wish you ... a ticket for a plane (bought, had bought). We should 

go there together. 9. I wish you ... with me yesterday (spoke, it spoken), I 

should have told you some facts and you would not feel ill at ease now. 

 

Exercise 14. Use the corresponding mood instead of the infinitive in 

brackets. 

1. I wish you (to ring up) me yesterday. I (to have) something very 

important to tell you and I (to be waiting) for your call. 2. I wish you (to buy) 

that dress. It (to suit) you. 3. I wish I (to get) your remarks before. I should 

have taken them into consideration and now my work would be better. 4. I 

wish you (to learn) the words better. You should have translated this article. 

5. I wish your friends (to ring up). You would go with them on this trip. 6. I 

wish your sister (to take) more care about her children. 7. I wish this book (to 

be read) at home. It is interesting and you will get much pleasure. 

 

Exercise 15. Paraphrase the given sentences 

1. It is a pity you haven't seen him. 2. It is a pity he was in low spirits 

that night. 3. It is a pity he puts on airs. 4. It was a pity that you did not go to 
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the Caucasus with us. 5. It is a pity that you did not come to see us 

yesterday. 6. It is a pity that you did not buy that grey hat. 

 

Exercise 16. Express your wish. 

Model: You regret you did not do it. 

I wish I had done it. 

1.You regret that he is absent from the lessons. 2. You regret that he 

does not know it. 3. You regret that he has forgotten to tell you about іt. 

4. You regret that he did not do it yesterday. 5. You regret that they have 

quarreled. 6. You regret that they are angry with you. 7. You regret that they 

are wasting time. 8. You regret that he did not follow your advice. 9. You 

regret that you have not understood me. 10. You regret that you can't swim. 

11. You regret that you don't understand me. 12. You regret that they support 

this idea. 13. You regret that they did not support this idea. 14. You regret 

that he has not kept this word. 15. You regret that he does not feel his guilt. 

16. You regret that she did not think it over carefully. 17. You regret that your 

friends aren't coming this summer. 

 
Exercise 17. Comment on the use of Subjunctive II after the verb "to 

wish".  

Example: I wish you did not know it. 

This is a complex sentence. The main clause is - I wish. The 

subordinate clause is – You did not know it. It is an object subordinate clause. 

The action of the main clause is simultaneous with the action of the 

subordinate clause, i.e. the verb in the subordinate clause is used in Present 

Subjunctive II. 

Note: If the action of the subordinate clause is prior to the action of the 

main clause, past subjunctive II is used in the subordinate clause. 

I. I wish I knew how you reach your results. 2. I only wish that you could 

come with me. 3. I wished 1 hadn't wasted so much money when I got there. 
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4. I wish I deserved your compliments. 5. He had nothing against skiing - he 

wished he had the time to take it up when he was a young man. 6. He wished 

he felt more conviction on the point. 7. I wish I hadn't sent him that letter 

telling him to take care of himself. 8. I wish you could stay and then we could 

talk over my picture. 9. I only wish it had lasted twice as long. 10. I wish you 

didn't have to go. Why must you? 

 

Exercise 18. Translate into English. 

1. Добре було б, якби він зустрів нас на станції. 2. Добре було б, якби 

ми знайшли таксі. 3. Йому хотілося, щоб його вірші були надруковані. 4. Їм 

хотілося, щоб ніхто нічого не знав. 5. Шкода, що ви не бачите його обличчя. 

6. Шкода, що вже так пізно. 7. Жаль, що Вас тут немає. 8. Шкода, що він не 

розуміє. 9. Ви пошкодуєте, що не бачили картину. 10. Як я шкодував, що не 

попередив Вас. 11. Ми пошкодували, що не поїхали вранішнім поїздом. 

12. Вона пожалкувала, що не дала йому своєї адреси. 13. Я тільки жалкую, 

що погода не була кращою. 14. Ви пожалкуєте, що поїхали з ними. 

15. Шкода, що його там не було. 16. Шкода, що я взяла з собою ці туфлі. 

17. Він пожалкував, що не написав матері. 18. Він пошкодував, що не знає 

адреси матері. 19. Дехто жалкував, що не лишився вдома. 20. Шкода, що 

сьогодні так холодно. 21. Дуже шкода, що Ваші друзі не подзвонили мені. 

22. Жаль, що Ви не розбудили мене. 23. Добре було б, якби Ви подзвонили 

мені рано в неділю. 24. Шкода, що ви не поїхали з нами на свято. 

25. Шкода, що ви відклали цю роботу на завтра. 26. Шкода, що Ви не 

можете дозволити собі купити цей словник. 27. Шкода, що аудиторія № 5 

не зручна для лекцій. 28. Як жаль, що Ви були так необережні. 29. Шкода, 

що Ви не цікавитесь мистецтвом. 30. Я тепер шкодую, що не взяла з собою 

таблетки від головного болю. 

 

Exercise 19. Translate into English. 

1. Шкода, що ти не можеш зустріти Тома. 2. Шкода, що ви не бачили 
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цієї чудової вистави. 3. Шкода, що ви не написали вчора свою доповідь. 

4. Шкода, що Джон дуже малий, я б узяв його з собою подивитися 

футбольний матч. 5. Шкода, що моя сестра мешкає так далеко від мене. Я 

б відвідував її частіше. 6. Вона пошкодувала, що витратила багато часу 

даремно. 7. Студенти пошкодували, що у них змінився декан. 8. Ви 

пошкодуєте, що вашу доповідь ніхто не перевірив. 9. Вона весь час 

шкодувала, що її син така несерйозна людина. 10. Як я шкодую, що мій 

університет, де я працюю, розташований так далеко від центру міста. 11. Я 

так люблю морозиво. Шкода, що ви не подали його на десерт! 12. Я дуже 

шкодую, що ви не брали участі в диспуті. 13. Ви пошкодуєте, що не 

посилаєтесь на цього автора у своїй дисертації. 14. Шкода, що магазин 

зачиняється так рано. Я не встиг купити фруктів на десерт. 15. Шкода, що в 

тебе мало грошей, ми б змогли купити цю гарну книжку. 16. Він жалкував, 

що не домігся свого. 17. Як він жалкував, що йому не довіряють. 18. Шкода, 

що ти не провів мене до станції, я заблукав і спізнився на поїзд. 19. Шкода, 

що зараз не зима, ми б каталися на лижах зранку до вчора. 20. Шкода, що 

зараз так холодно, ми б скупалися у річці. 21. Вони пожалкували, що не 

домовилися про наступну зустріч. 22. Ви пожалкуєте, що не зустрілися зі 

своїми випускниками в тому році. 23. Шкода, що літо закінчується. 24. Як 

він шкодував, що не додумався до цього сам! 25. Шкода, що йде дощ. Ми 

змогли б сходити по гриби. 26. Вона шкодувала, що не додзвонилася 

братові і він не зустрів її на станції. 27. Шкода, що ти нe маєш доказів і тобі 

ніхто не повірить. 28. Вона шкодувала, що нічого не чула про збори. 29. Він 

жалкував, що його не поінформували про від’їзд до Лондона. 30. Шкода, 

що нам не по дорозі, інакше я б із задоволенням допоміг вам.  

 
Exercise 20. Translate into English. 

1. Шкода, що ти не слухаєш мене, ти б не робила таких помилок. 

2. Шкода, що в неї не було часу, вона допомогла б вам з перекладом. 

3. Шкода, що він не відповів на всі запитання екзаменатора, він отримав би 
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гарну оцінку. 4. Вона весь час жалкувала , що не вийшла заміж за Джона. 

5. Шкода, що наша армія не контрактна. Він міг би служити із 

задоволенням. 6. Шкода, що ти не хочеш мати з ним справу. Він надійна 

людина, на нього можна покластися. 7. Вона пожалкувала, що не 

працювала по шість годин на день, вона склала б свої іспити успішно. 

8. Він дуже шкодує, що постійно просить гроші у матері. 9. Вона 

пошкодувала, що була ледачою і не вчилась на «відмінно». 10. Він 

пошкодував, що не цікавився політикою. 11. Вона дуже шкодувала, що 

витрачала гроші на дрібниці під час своєї відпустки. 12. Він пожалкував, що 

не справився з роботою. Він міг би стати головою фірми. 13. Вона 

шкодувала, що не закінчила школу з золотою медаллю. Вона могла б 

вступити до університету. 14. Вона шкодувала, що не пішла на лекцію. 

15. Студенти пожалкували, що в них багато сьогодні занять. Вони б усією 

групою пішли до театру. 16. Мері шкодувала, що не любить футбол. Інакше 

вона ходила б з Томом на матчі. 17. Він шкодував, що хворий і йому 

довелося залишитися у ліжку в такий чудовий день. 18. Вона шкодує, що 

не працювала старанно і робить так багато помилок. 19. Вона 

пошкодувала, що не слухала магнітофонні записи. Вона б значно 

поліпшила свою вимову. 20. Пітер пожалкував, що не любить 

подорожувати, інакше він об’їздив би увесь світ. 21. Вона пожалкувала, що 

була зайнята і не пограла в теніс. 22. Моя сестра пожалкувала, що 

витрачала багато грошей на солодощі. Інакше вона купила б багато 

цікавих книг. 23. Ми пошкодували, що дорога не йшла через ліс. Ми пішли 

б пішки. 24. Вона пожалкувала, що не запропонувала йому свою допомогу. 

25. Він пожалкував, що не захоплювався туризмом і тепер не може поїхати 

з друзями в гори. 26. Вони пожалкували, що не можуть спати на свіжому 

повітрі, бо зранку йде дощ. 27. Шкода, що ти поспішаєш, а то б приєднався 

до нашої компанії. 28. Спортсмени пошкодували, що не тренувалися 

більше, інакше вони б виграли змагання. 29. Вона пошкодувала, що не 

купила лотерейний квиток. Вона б виграла авто. 30. Шкода, що я не вмію 
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ремонтувати телевізор. А то ми дивилися б зараз мою улюблену програму.  

 
Exercise 21. Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. She looks as if she knew something. 2. She looks as if she had been 

crying. 3. She felt as if she did not know him. 4. She felt as if she had long 

known him. 5.I felt as if all my world lay in ruins at my feet. 6. Don't you feel 

as if you had never really known him. 7. She certainly does not look as if she 

were a stranger here. 8. It does not look as if it had rained here in the last 

couple of days. 9. He was not so well dressed as Robert, who always looked 

as though he had stepped out of a shop-window. 10. She looked fresh and 

clean as though nothing had happened to her that night. 

 

Exercise 22. Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. She just stood there as if she did not mind. 2. Where are you running as 

if blood-hounds were after you? 3. Why do you behave as if it didn’t in the least 

matter what we all think of you. 4. Day after day we saw him leave the office as 

though nothing special had happened to him. 5. He generally behaved as 

though he had done nothing out of the way. 6. He found Brenner standing on 

the sidewalk in his dirty rain-coat and shaking as though he were suffering from 

a malarial attack. 7. He looked at me as though he wanted to ask me 

something. 8. There was a pause, with heavy breathing, as if a moment of 

emotion were being controlled. 9. When he finally broke the silence his voice 

was as hoarse as though he had been shouting inside himself. 10. She will 

speak to you as though nothing had happened. 

 

Exercise 23. Use the corresponding mood form instead of the infinitive in 

brackets. 

1. She speaks English as if she (to be) an English woman. 2. She 

speaks to you as if she (to know) you for years. 3. She dances so well as if 

she (to be) a ballet-dancer. 4. She looked at me in such a way as if she (to 
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see) me for the first time. 5. The students were listening to the teacher’s 

explanation with such attention as if they (to want) to remember each word. 

6. The girls left the room so unexpectedly as if they (to be a hurry) and not (to 

have) time. 7. She was dressed in a light coat as іf it (to be) summer in the 

street and the sun (to shine) brightly. 8. We could not understand anything as 

though we (not to be addressed) in Russian. 9. She treated him in such a way 

as though he (to be) her brother. 10. Don’t you feel as though it (may go on) 

for ever. 11. Whenever I saw them it looked as though they (to be) on very 

good terms with one another. 12. He felt as if he (to catch) cold. 13. He 

looked as if he (to step) from the pages of "Pickwick Papers". 14. She always 

smelled as though she just (to come) from a long walk in a forest. 15. He 

looked as if he (not to have) a meal for a week. 

 
Exercise 24. Comment on the use of Subjunctive II in the following 

sentences. Define the type of the Subordinate clause. 

1. He looked as if he had never done a job at all. 2. They walked together 

just as if they had done it scores of times before. 3. He looked at her suddenly 

as though for a second he suspected something and was angry about it. 4. He 

turned away as if he had never noticed her. 5. He treated her as if she were a 

piece of furniture. 6. The room looked as if it had not been lived in for years. 

7. He looked as if he were pleased immensely. 8. It seemed as though they had 

understood everything. 9. We felt as though she were a child of six. 10. She 

looked so pale and thin as though she had been ill for a long time. 

 

Exercise 25. Translate into English. 

1. Вона так поглянула на нього, неначе бачила його вперше. 2. Вона 

так серйозно про все говорить, ніби не семирічна дитина, а доросла 

досвідчена людина. 3. Вона багато говорила про Англію, так, ніби прожила 

там усе життя. 4. Вони ставили такі дивні питання, ніби раніше нічого не 

чули й нічого не читали про цю чудову країну. 5. Дув вітер і було так 
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холодно, ніби надворі був січень, а не квітень. 6. Ви так загоріли, 

неначе все літо провели на півдні. 7. Вона дивилась на мене, ніби не 

пізнаючи. 8. Він зробить вигляд, ніби чує про це вперше. 9. У Вас такий 

вигляд, ніби Вам недобре. 10. Чому Ви дивитесь на мене так, ніби я говорю 

неправду? 11. Вона себе поводить так, ніби мала дитина. 12. У мене було 

таке відчуття, ніби ми говоримо різними мовами. 13. Вона важко дихала, 

неначе бігла всю дорогу. 14. Вона так говорить, ніби повторює чиїсь 

слова.15. Вам здаватиметься, що Ви ніколи й не хворіли. 16. Здається вони 

знайомі (одне з одним). 17. Вона зовсім не виглядала так, наче їй вже було 

сорок. 18. Здається, він уже тут. 19. У нього завжди був такий вигляд, ніби 

він уce добре розумiє. 

 

Exercise 26. Point out the subject and say what it is expressed by. 

Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. At that moment the postman, looking like a German army officer, came 

in with the mail. (Mansfield). 2. The clock struck eight. There was no sign of any 

of the other guests (Huxley). 3. Together we walked through the mud and slush. 

(Mansfield). 4. Something impersonal and humble in that action seemed to 

reassure the Consul. (Cronin). 5. Eight o'clock in the morning. Miss Ada Moss 

lay in a black iron bedstead, staring up at the ceiling. (Mansfield). 6. Still, the 

good of mankind was worth working for (Galsworthy). 7. Sometimes the past 

injects itself into the present with a peculiar force (Heym). 8. Forgetting some 

things is a difficult matter (Voynich). 9. "A person doesn't have to be rich to be 

clean", Charles said (Braine). 10. There was an eagerness and excitement in 

the faces of the men (Heym). 11. Let's get out quick. It's no good wasting time 

(Maugham). 12. She did not know. The "No" was stronger than her craving to be 

in Frisco's arms and forget this dreary existence (Ptichard). 13. To live on good 

terms with people one must share their work and interests (Prichard). 14. These 

three deemed themselves the queens of the school (Ch. Bronte). 15. Who were 

these people? What are they? (Galsworthy). 16. His was the harsh world of 
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reality. No one could walk around his drawing (Stone). 17. The firing increased 

in volume (Heym). 18. High and low all made fun of him (Thackeray). 19. For a 

woman to look at her best is a point of discipline (James). 20. Your coming 

home has made me as foolish as a young girl of nineteen (Abrahams). 

 
Exercise 27. Say where the predicate is simple and where it is 

compound (nominal or verbal). 

1. Two young girls in red came by. (Mansfield). 2. Demetrius came alive 

and pressed a flock of inquiries (Douglas). 3. He tried to be both firm and 

friendly. I have felt dependent on him (Lindsay). 4. There was a silence but 

not an uncomfortable one (Braine). 5. The day of our wedding came. He was 

to call for me to choose the furniture (Mansflield). 6. That made all the 

difference. The room came alive at once (Mansfield). 7. "She sounds 

serious", Albertine insisted. "She keeps talking about it" (Kahler). 8. My lady 

keeps a list of the names in a little red book (Mansfield). 9. And then they sat 

silent for a few moments together (Trollope). 10. Gwendolen turned pink and 

pale during this speech (Eliot). 11. I looked at the photograph above the 

mantel piece and saw my own face for the first time (Braine). 12. He was 

beginning to sound really angry (Murdoch). 

 

Exercise 28. Point out the predicative and say what it is expressed by. 

1. Annette was completely dazed (Murdoch). 2. I'm five foot eleven in my 

socks (Braine). 3. Your resemblance to your mother is very striking (Murdoch). 

4. Their interests were hers as well as the interests of everybody (Prichard). 

5. He's a good chap. He makes you feel it's worth while being alive (Lindsay). 

6. The nightmare of my life has come true. We are in danger of our lives. We 

are white people in a Chinese city (Buck). 7. The best thing is for you to move in 

with me and let the young lady stay with your mother (Abrahams). 8. But she 

was herself again, brushing her tears away (Lindsay). 9. The rest of the time 

was yours (Douglas). 10. How do you feel physically? (Ch. Bronte). 
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Exercise 29. Consider the double predicate in the following sentences. 

Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. The day broke grey and dull. 2. The dust lay thick on the country 

road. 3. The door slammed shut behind the newcomers. 4. The morning of 

the Handicap dawned clear and bright. 5. The moon rose red over the silent 

valley. 6. But Alex, when he was alone, sat silent, thoughtful. 7. He was lying 

flat on his back looking up into the eternal blue of the sky. 8. That night, 

Martha lay awake with her mind in turmoil. 9. He came home pale and 

puzzled, and called his wife into his study. 10. If by any chance one of the 

servants heard her she could say that she had awakened hungry and had 

gone down to see if she could find something to eat. 

 

Exercise 30. Point out the kind of object and say by what it is 

expressed. Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. What have you got there? (Cronin). 2. She pretendent not to hear 

(Mansfield). 3. Marcellus found the luggage packed and strapped for the 

journey (Douglas). 4. I know all about it, my son (Douglas). 5. I have to show 

Dr. French his room (Shaw). 6. I never heard you express that opinion before, 

sir (Douglas). 7. Halting, he waited for the Roman to speak first (Douglas). 

8. He was with you at the banquet (Douglas). 9. They don't want anything 

from us — not even our respect (Douglas). 10. I beg your pardon for calling 

you by your name (Shaw). 11. I found myself pitying the Baron (Mansfield). 

12. I've got it framed up with Gilly to drive him anywhere (Kahler). 13. He 

smiled upon the young men a smile at once personal and presidential 

(Kahler). 14. Gallio didn't know how to talk with Marcellus about it (Douglas). 

15. Laura helped her mother with the good-byes (Mansfield). 16. Why did you 

not want him to come back and see me to-day? (Mansfield). 17. Mr. Jinks, not 

exactly knowing what to do smiled a dependant's smile (Dickens). 18. He 

found it impossible to utter the next word (Kahler). 19. Marcellus issued crisp 

orders and insisted upon absolute obedience (Douglas). 20. He's going to live 
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his own life and stop letting his mother boss him around like a baby (Kahler). 

21. I will suffer no priest to interfere in my business (Shaw). 22. Papa will 

never consent to my being absolutely dependant on you (Shaw). 23. Do you 

know anything more about this dreadful place (Douglas). 24. She hated 

Frisco and hated herself for having yielded to his kisses (Prichard). 25. They 

had been very hard to please. Harry would demand the impossible 

(Mansfield). 26. His part in the conversation consisted chiefly of yeses and 

noes (Kahler). 27. Michelangelo could not remember having seen a painting 

of sculpture of the simplest nature in a Buanarrotti house (Stone). 

 
Exercise 31. Follow the direction for exercise 1. 

1. Where are the papers you have brought me? 2. Is it not strange that we 

hear nothing from the boys? 3. The telegram was sent them two weeks ago. 

3. Smiling a broad smile, the old man watched the children playing in the 

garden. 4. It did not occur to him to wonder what Bosinney had done after they 

had left him there alone (Glsw). 5. We all felt relieved to hear of the fishermen 

having safely arrived home. 6. James sat with his hand behind his ear, his eyes 

fixed upon his son. He was proud of him (Glsw). 7. I meant to have given you a 

sovereign this morning. I'll give it to you this afternoon (Dickens). 8. The 

gardener gave the fence a new coat of paint. 9. When I called on him I found 

him busy arranging books in a new bookcase he had bought. 10. I am glad to 

hear you say you are well (Dickens). 11. Clyde turned into a side street and 

waited for his mother to pass (Dreiser). 12. At long intervals we heard muffled 

hoof-beats on the dusty road below. 13. You might drop her a note to that effect. 

14. He is slowly recovering from his illness. 15. He has promised to help me. 

16. After dinner he called on us and proposed a walk. 17. Evidently sufficient 

sunlight penetrates the Polar ice in summer time. 18. He died the death of a 

hero. 19. When I awoke this morning, I was surprised to find my sister gone. 

20. He often enjoyed cooking his own meals. 21. Excuse my interrupting you. 

22. I gave up thinking about it. 23. We threw on our clothes and ran out with our 
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rifles. 24. Will you make John a coat? 25. You must find it rather dull living here 

all by yourself. 

 

Exercise 32. Point out the Complex Object and say what it is 

expressed. Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. He could see the man and Great Beaver talking together (London). 

2. She had lied about the scullery door being open on the night of the 

disappearance of the banknotes (Bennett). 3. Each woman thought herself 

triumphant and the other altogether vanquished (Buck). 4. Thus these two 

waited with impatience for the three years to be over (Buck). 5. Sammy 

watched Mr. Cheviot slowly take the receiver from the girl (Priestley). 6. He 

hated her to work in the boarding house (Prichard). 7. The consul felt his legs 

give way (Cronin). 8. Mother objected to Aimee being taken away from her 

game with the boys (Prichard). 9. They had never heard him speak with such 

urgency, his eyes glowing like amber coals in the fading light (Stone). 

 

Exercise 33. Point out the attribute and say by what it is expressed. 

1. The first day's journey from Gaza to Ascalon was intolerably tedious 

(Douglas). 2. What do you say to a stroll through the garden, Mr. Cockane? 

(Shaw). 3. It was such a cruel thing to have happened to that gentle, helpless 

creature (Prichard). 4. He was always the first to enter the dining-room and the 

last to leave (Mansfield). 5. Sally hated the idea of borrowing and living on credit 

(Prichard). 6. The two men faced each other silently (Douglas). 7. It was an easy 

go-as-you please existence. 8. I am not in the habit of reading other people's 

letters (Shaw). 9. He thrust his hands deep into his overcoat pockets 

(Galsworthy). 10. It was not a matter to be discussed even with a guide, 

philosopher and friend so near and trusted as the Professor (Kahler). 11. Ethel, 

the youngest, married a good-for-nothing little waiter (Mansfield). 12. He pointed 

to the house on a near-by-shady knoll (Douglas). 13. It was just one little sheet 

of glass between her and the great wet world outside (Mansfield). 14. She had a 
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pair of immense bare arms to match, and a quantity of mottled hair arranged in 

a sort of bow (Mansfield). 15. Dicky heard right enough. A clear, ringing little 

laugh was his only reply (Mansfield). 16. To think that a man of his abilities 

would stoop to such a horrible trick as that (Dreiser). 17. There was a blackbird 

perched on the cherry tree, sleek and glistening (Braine). 18. A middle-aged 

man carrying a sheaf of cards walked into the room (Braine). 19. Daniel Quilp 

began to comprehend the possibility of there being somebody at the door 

(Dickens). 20. Still, Pett's happiness or unhappiness is quite a life and death 

question with us (Dickens). 

 
Exercise 34. Analyse loose attributes. Translate the sentences. 

1. A man of action, forced into a state of thought is unhappy until he can 

get out of it (Glsw). 2. Tall, straight-shouldered, neither lean nor stout, he was an 

imposing figure (Dreiser). 3. Captain Slots, standing beside him, was unknown 

(Aldridge). 4. Furious, he did not answer, feeling himself in an utterly false 

position (Cronin). 5. And on Monday morning, weary, he began the new week's 

work (London). 6. Brissenden lay sick in his hotel, too feeble to stir out (London). 

7. Wilfrid, lying on the divan in a dark dressing-room, sat up (Glsw). 8. Baumer 

took a deep breath. Then, low-voiced, he replied, "I knew if (Maltz). 9. Of an age 

which refused to declare itself, short and square, with a deep soft voice, he had 

an appearance of complete detachment (Glsw). 10. Dead, he would have been 

save; wounded, he was caught like a rat in a trap (Maltz). 11. Faced by Ferse's 

fate-what would one do (Glsw). 

 

Exercise 35. Point out the kind of adverbial modifier, and state by what 

it is expressed. Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. Gallio slowly nodded his head (Douglas). 2. He's coming on Saturday at 

one o'clock (Cronin). 3. Lucia stopped them in their tracks with a stern command 

(Douglas). 4. Sally was sitting on the front seat of the buggy, dumb and unhappy 

at being ignored (Prichard). 5. I feel my own deficiencies too keenly to presume 
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so far (Shaw). 6. A few miners hung on, hoping the mines would reopen 

(Prichard). 7. The first bar of gold raised hopes sky high (Prichard). 8. She had 

to talk because of her desire to laugh. (Mansfield). 9. Gallio pushed back his 

chair and rose to his full height as if preparing to deliver an address (Douglass). 

10. He takes a glass and holds it to Essie to be filled (Shaw). 11. Morris was 

walking too quickly for Sally to keep up with him (Prichard). 12. The poor woman 

was annoyed with Morris for dumping his wife on her (Prichard). 13. It was quite 

a long narrative (Douglas). 14. Of course Laura and Jose were far too grown-up 

to really care about such things (Mansfield). 15. Now and then Gavin would stop 

to point out silently some rarity (Cronin). 16. And for all her quiet manner, and 

her quiet smile, she was full of trouble (Dickens). 17. The young school-teachers 

spirits rose to a decided height (Dreiser). 18. Evil report, with time and chance to 

help it, travels patiently, and travels far (Collins). 

 

Exercise 36. Follow the direction for Exercise 1. 

1. At the top of the stairs she paused to wave to him (Douglas). 

2. Marcellus accepted this information without betraying his amazement 

(Douglas). 3. Having knocked on his door, she firmly entered Grandpa's room 

(Cronin). 4. After waiting for a few minutes, he marched up the steps, closely 

followed by Demetrius (Douglas). 5. Why do you always look at things with such 

dreadfully practical eyes? (London). 6. David appeared in the open door one 

hand clutching a sheaf of bills, under his other arm an account book (Stone). 

7. That night I could scarcely sleep for thinking of it (Cronin). 8. She did feel silly 

holding Moon's hand like that (Mansfield). 9. Then Gallio cleared his throat, and 

faced his son with troubled eyes (Douglas). 10. We have some exceptionally 

fine roses this year (Douglas). 11. Jonathan shook his head slowly, without 

looking up, his tongue bulging his cheek (Douglas). 12. But it was of no use. 

Marcellus' melancholy was too heavy to be lifted (Douglas). 13. She [Sally] 

never would have been able to make a success of the dining-room but for the 

kindness and assistance of the men (Prichard). 14. On being informed of the old 
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man's flight, his fury was unbounded (Dickens). 15. To be a complete artist it is 

not enough to be a painter, sculptor or architect (Stone). 16. Sally was furious 

with herself for having fainted (Prechard). 17. The receiving overseer, Roger 

Kendal, though thin and clerical, was a rather capable man (Dreiser). 18. With 

all her faults, she was candor herself (Hardy). 

 

Exercise 37. Point out homogeneous parts, define them and say by 

what they are expressed. 

1. He had lived with this block for several months now, studied it in 

every light, from every angle, in every degree of heat and cold (Stone). 2. He 

left discouraged, strangely empty (Cronin). 3. There were tangerines and 

apples stained with strawberry pink (Mansfield). 4. He came in slowly, 

hesitated, took up a toothpick from a dish on the top of the piano, and went 

out again (Mansfield). 5. But I was exceedingly nice, a trifle different, 

appropriately reverential (Mansfield). 6. From the edge of the sea came a 

ripple and whisper (Wells). 7. They went side by side, hand in hand, silently 

toward the hedge (Glsw). 8. The light outside had chilled, and threw a chalky 

whiteness on the river (Glsw). 9. Thousands of sheets must be printed dried, 

cut (Heym). 10. Opening the drawer he took from the sachet, a handkerchief 

and the framed photograph of Fleur (Glsw). 11. The Captain was mostly 

concerned about himself, his own comfort, his own safety (Heym). 12. Her 

mother was speaking in her low, pleasing, slightly metallic voice (Glsw). 

13. And suddenly she burst into tears of disappointment, shame and 

overstrain (Glsw). 14. She extended a slender hand and smiled pleasantly 

and naturally (Wales). 15. Then, without a word of warning without the 

shadow of provocation, he bit that poodle's near foreleg (Jerome K. Jerome). 

16. It could be smashed by violence but never forced to fulfill (Stone). 

17. Never before had the friar had such power and never had his voice rung 

out with such a clap of doom (Stone). 
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Exercise 38. Analyse the following sentences. 

1. The name of the dead man was Walter, he was a man of middle age. 

2. He was tired and he fall asleep soon. 3. He was lying on the bed but I 

could not see him. 4. She looked round quickly but there was nothing to be 

seen. 5. Ancient history books were distributed to the class and Miss 

Shenstone asked us to turn the page 192 for our first lesson. 6. The 

constable’s story was over and we arrived at the house surrounded by a 

garden. 7. Outside rain was falling, there was a cold, bitter taste in the air and 

the newly lighted lamps looked sad. 8. Her husband built a country house in 

Kent and Sarah was taken to play with the young children. 9. She could have 

tea in the refreshment-room, but she was to wait at the station for her 

mistress. 10. Some time passed and my aunt decided to move to Derbyshire. 

11. They have set him up on a pedestal and nobody is allowed to rock it. 12. I 

made myself some tea and then I fed my two gold fish. 13. It was high 

summer and the hay harvest was over. 

 

Exercise 39. Point out the coordinate clauses (mark the elliptical ones) 

and comment on the way they are joined. 

1. It was high summer, and the hay harvest was almost over. 

(Lawrence) 2. All the rooms were brightly lighted, but there seemed to be 

complete silence in the house. (Murdoch) 3. One small group was playing 

cards, another sat about a table and drank, or, tiring of that, adjourned to a 

large room to dance, to the music, of the victrola or player-piano. (Dreiser) 

4. His eyes were bloodshot and heavy, his face a deadly white, and his body 

bent as if with age. (Dickens) 5. He only smiled, however, and there was 

comfort in his hearty rejoinder, for there seemed to be a whole sensible world 

behind it. (Priestley) 6. You’ll either sail this boat correctly or you’ll never go 

out with me again. (Dreiser) 7. Time passed, and she came to no conclusion, 

nor did any opportunities come her way for making a closer study of Mischa. 

(Murdoch) 8. She often enjoyed Аnnette’s company, yet the child made her 
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nervous. (Murdoch) 9. She ran through another set of rooms, breathless, her 

feet scarcely touching the surface of the soft carpets; then a final doorway 

suddenly and unexpectedly let her out into the street. (Murdoch) 10. It was 

early afternoon, but very dark outside, and the lamps had already been 

turned on. (Murdoch) 11. A large number of expensive Christmas cards were 

arrayed on the piano; while upon the walls dark evergreens, tied into various 

clever swags of red and silver ribbon, further proclaimed the season. 

(Murdoch) 12. Brangwen never smoked cigarettes, yet he took the one 

offered, fumbling painfully with thick fingers, blushing to the roots of his hair. 

(Lawrence) 

 

Exercise 40. Definite the kinds of subordinate clauses (subject, object 

and predicative clauses). Translate into Ukrainian. 

1. Miss Casement stopped what she was doing and stared at 

Rainsborough. (Murdoch) 2. What you saw tonight was an ending. (Murdoch) 

3. About what was to come she reflected not at all. (Murdoch) 4. It's odd how it 

hurts at these times not to be part of your proper family. (Murdoch) 5. The 

trouble with you, Martin, is that you are always looking for a master. (Murdoch) 

6. Suddenly realizing what had happened, she sprang to her feet. (Caldwell) 

7. “It looks as though spring will never come," she remarked. (Сaldwell) 8. I want 

you to sit here beside me and listen to what I have to say. (Caldwell) 9. Who and 

what he was, Martin never learned. (London) 10. That I am hungry and you are 

aware of it are only ordinary phenomena, and there’s no disgrace. (London) 

11. What he would do next he did not know. (London) 12. It was only then that I 

realized that she was traveling too. (Murdoch) 13. What I want is to be paid for 

what I do. (London) 14. I cannot help thinking there is something wrong about 

that closet. (Dickens) 15. And what is puzzling me is why they want me now. 

(London) 16. That was what I came to find out. (London) 17. What I want to 

know is when you’re going to get married. (London) 18. Her fear was lest they 

should stay for tea. (Ch.Bronte) 19. That they were justified in this she could not 
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but admit. (London) 2O. What was certain was that I could not now sleep again 

(Murdoch) 21. What vast wound that catastrophe had perhaps made in 

Georgie's proud and upright spirit I did not know (Murdoch) 22. After several 

weeks what he had been waiting for happened. (London) 23. And let me say to 

you in the profoundest and most faithful seriousness that what you saw tonight 

will have no sequel. (Murdoch) 24. I understand all that, but what I want to know 

is whether or not you have lost faith in me? (London) 25. He could recall with 

startling clarity what previously had been dim and evasive recollections of 

childhood incidents, early schooling and young manhood. (Caldwell) 26. It's 

been my experience that as a rule the personality of a human being presents as 

much of a complexity as the medical history of a chronic invalid (Caldwell) 27.He 

[Cowperwood] had taken no part in the war, and he felt sure that he could only 

rejoice in its conclusion - not as a patriot, but as a financier. (Dreiser) 28. He felt 

as if the ocean separated him from his past care, and welcomed the new era of 

life which was dawning for him. (Thackeray) 29. It was noticeable to all that even 

his usual sullen smile had disappeared. (Caldwell) 30. That I had no business 

with two women on my hands already, to go falling in love with a third troubled 

me comparatively little. (Murdoch) 31. I only write down what seems to me to be 

the truth. (Murdoch) 32. Believe me, believe us, it is what is best for you. 

(Murdoch) 33. Pleasantly excited by what she was doing, she momentarily 

expected somebody to stop her and remind her that she had forgotten to buy 

the evening paper and had failed to take the bus home at the usual time. 

(Caldwell) 34. I dislike what you call his trade. (Murdoch). 

 

Exercise 41. Define the kinds of attributive clauses. Translate into 

Ukrainian. 

1. "Everybody who makes the kind of blunder I did should apologize,” 

he remarked with a pronounced nodding of his head. (Caldwell) 2. Rachel 

had become aware of the fact that she was talking loudly. (Swinnerfon) 3. He 

took after his blond father, who had been a painter. Rosa took after her dark-
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haired mother, who had been a Fabian. (Murdoch) 4. What we are interested 

in, as author and reader, is the fact that publishing in England is now an 

integral part of big business. (Fox) 5. The first thing Martin did next morning 

was to go counter both to Brissenden's advice and command. (London) 

6. The invalid, whose strength was now sufficiently restored, threw off his 

coat, and rushed towards the sea, with the intention of plunging in, and 

dragging the drowning man ashore. (Dickens) 7. He was suddenly reminded 

of the crumpled money he had snatched from the table and burned in the 

sink. (Caldwell) 8. Georgia, who is now twenty-six, had been an 

undergraduate at Cambridge, where she had taken a degree in economics. 

(Murdoch) 9. He would speak for hours about them to Harry Esmond; and, 

indeed, he could have chosen few subjects more likely to interest the 

unhappy young man, whose heart was now as always devoted to these 

ladies; and who was thankful to all who loved them, or praised them, or 

wished them well. (Thackeray) 10. I hardly know why I came to the 

conclusion that you don't consider it an altogether fortunate attachment. 

(Pinero) 11. He walked to the window and stood there looking at the winter 

night that had finally come upon them. (Caldwell) 12. What terrified her most 

was that she found deep in her heart a strong wish that Mischa might indeed 

want to reopen negotiations. (Murdoch) 13. Directly in front of her window 

was a wide terrace with a stone parapet which swept round to what she took 

to be the front of the house, which faced the sea more squarely. (Murdoch) 

14. He spent half the week in Cambridge, where he lodged with his sister and 

lent his ear to neurotic undergraduates, and the other half in London, where 

he seemed to have a formidable number of well-known patients. (Murdoch) 

15. I went upstairs to lie down and fell into the most profound and peaceful 

sleep that I had experienced for a long time. (Murdoch) 16. "Palmer 

Anderson," said Georgie, naming Antonia's psychoanalist, who was also a 

close friend of Antonia and myself. (Murdoch) 17. She looked to him much 

the same child as he had met six years ago... (Murdoch) 18. Rosa had the 
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feeling that she was both recognized and expected. (Murdoch) 19. Maybe the 

reason you don't want to go to a specialist is because you don't want to 

change — you want to stay as you are. (Caldwell) 20. Gretta regarded him 

with a look on her face that was unrevealing of her thoughts. (Caldwell) 

21. Such light as there was from the little lamp fell now on his face, which 

looked horrible — for it was all covered with blood. (Priestley) 22. Three days 

after Gretta and Glenn Kenworthy’s Saturday night party, which was still 

being talked about among those who had been present, Royd Fillmore 

presented a formal resignation to the governing board of Medical Square 

Clinic. (Caldwell) 

 

Exercise 42. Define the nature of adverbial clauses. Translate into 

Russian. 

1. He too had moved and was now standing where she had been a 

moment before. (Priesildy) 2. Once they reached the open country the car 

leapt forward like a mad thing. (Murdoch) 3. Alban's eyes glittered as he 

looked at the buses and policemen trying to direct the confusion. (Maugham) 

4. He watched until the final wisp of smoke had disappeared. (Caldwell) 

5. Even after Glenn had nodded urgently to her she continued to look as if 

she did not know whether to run away from him or to walk back down the 

corridor to where he stood. (Caldwell) 6. And he followed her out of the door, 

whatever his feelings might be. (Lawrence) 7. I came away the first moment I 

could. (Galsworthy) 8. If anything particular occurs, you can write to me at the 

post-office, Ipswich. (Dickens) 9. A cat with a mouse between her paws who 

feigns boredom is ready to jump the second the mouse makes a dash for 

freedom. (Caldwell) 10. Gladys leaned forward and then turned her head so 

that she could look Penderel almost squarely in the face. (Priestley) 11. I 

could work faster if your irons were only hotter. (London) 12. The aftermath of 

the cub reporter's deed was even wider than Martin had anticipated. (London) 

13. But these two people, insufferable though they might be, in other 
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circumstances, were not unwelcomed. (Priestley) 14. Brissen-den lay sick in 

his hotel, too feeble to stir out, and though Martin was with him often, he did 

not worry him with his troubles. (London) 15. Had the great man said but a 

word of kindness to the small one, no doubt Esmond would have fought for 

him with pen and sword to the utmost of his might. (Thackeray) 16. When 

Rainsborough received this news he was made so miserable by it that he was 

not sure that he could survive. (Murdoch) 17. However friendly she might 

seem one day, the next she would have lapsed to her original disregard of 

him, cold, detached, at her distance. (Lawrence) 18. Howard puffed his 

cigarette thoughtfully before speaking, as if he was still uncertain about what 

he should say. (Caldwell) 19. How she would reach, the villa, and what she 

would find there when she arrived, she had not even dared to imagine. 

(Lawrence) 20. I paused while she took off her coat... (Murdoch) 21. I don't 

know what would have concluded the scene, had there not been one person 

at hand rather more rational than myself, and more benevolent than my 

entertainer. (Lawrence) 22. And you will find that it is scarcely less of a shock 

for you because you saw what you expected to see. (Murdoch) 23. When he 

left the car, he strode along the sidewalk, as a wrathful man will stride, and he 

rang the Morse bell with such viciousness that it roused him to consciousness 

of his condition, so that he entered in good nature, smiling with amusement at 

himself. (London) 24. Wherever they were together or separate, he appeared 

to be travelling in one intellectual direction or along one mental groove, and 

she another. (Dreiser) 25. As I had no taste for this particular discussion, and 

also wanted to get off the subject of my dear brother, I said, "What will you be 

doing on Christmas Day?" (Murdoch) 26. "In that case," said Palmer, "since 

we are going away for good, I doubt if we shall meet again." (Murdoch) 

27. Dazed as he was, he realized that there was just a chance of escape. 

(Priestley) 28. No matter how brilliant a physician is, a thing like that will ruin 

his career. (Caldwell) 29. She could hardly hear his voice, so deafening and 

continuous was the clatter of the waves upon the stones. (Murdoch) 30. At 
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least it was good to be on one’s legs again, and though the night was 

hideous, the situation seemed less precarious than it did when one was 

sitting in there, playing fantastic tricks with mechanisms. (Priestley) 31. It 

means to make the plane a part of you, just as if it were strapped behind you 

the minute it became airborne. (Moyt) 

 

Exercise 43. Define the kinds of clauses introduced by that. Translate 

into Ukrainian. 

1. His smile was so easy, so friendly, that Laura recovered. (Mansfield) 

2. It was just luck that he didn't catch the boat. (Greene) 3. It infuriated him to 

think that there were still people in the state who believed in a loving and 

merciful God. (Greene) 4. The impression he gathered was, that he would be 

able to make his own terms. (Galsworthy) 5. In the front hall, under a large 

picture of fat, cheery old monks fishing by the riverside, there was a thick, 

dark horse-whip, that had belonged to Mr. Spears' father. (Mansfield) 6. At 

first she used to read to me, but it was such a dismal performance that I could 

not bear to hear her. (Harraden) 7. I remember the landscape was buried 

deep in snow, and that we had very little fuel. (Aldington) 8. In fact, Mrs. 

Spears' callers made the remark that you never would have known that there 

was a child in the house. (Mansfield) 9. I believe that all we claim is that we 

try to say what appears to be the truth, and that we are not afraid either to 

contradict ourselves or to retract an error. (Aldington) 10. The box that the fur 

came out of was on the bed. (Mansfield) 11. "I sit alone that I may eat more," 

said the Baron, peering into the dusk... (Mansfield). 

  

Exercise 44. Define the kinds of clauses introduced by as. Translate 

into Ukrainian. 

l. Harmless as this speech appeared to be, it acted on the travellers' 

distrust, like oil on fire. (Dickens) 2. Even as she talked she was here and there 

about the room, commenting on this, that, and other episodes with which both 
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she and Miss Redmond seemed familiar. (Dreiser) 3. I was in real distress, as I 

can tell you. (Dreiser) 4. He kissed her quickly and ran towards the wicket as 

fast as he could. (Maugham) 5. Then she looked very carefully around, nodding 

her head as she did so, seeming to count the objects. (Murdoch) 6. He was, as I 

saw him now, too fanciful and too erratic. (Dreiser) 7. His wife, as I have said, 

was small, talkative, cricket-like, and bounced here and there in a jumpy way. 

(Dreiser) 8. Such trees as there were stood out ragged and lorn against a 

wealth of sky. (Dreiser) 9. She and a certain Wally, the surgeon above men-

tioned, as she breathlessly explained, were out for a drive to some inn up the 

Hudson shore. (Dreiser) 10. As you may imagine, I am suffering from shock. 

(Murdoch) 11. As I didn't reply, she sighed and turned away to pull the curtains 

across the darkened windows. (Murdoch) 12. As you must know perfectly well, 

you could get your wife back if you wanted her even now. (Murdoch) 13. Sally 

gave him a smile. It was as sweet and innocent as it had ever been. (Maugham) 

14. Another day, at tea-time, as he sat alone at table, there came a knock at the 

front door. (Lawrence) 15. "Do as I tell you," I said. (Murdoch) 16. In front of a 

big book-case, in a big chair, behind a big table, and before a big volume, sat 

Mr. Nupkins, looking a full size larger than any one of them, big as they were. 

(Dickens) 17. “This is grave news” she added, as we pushed our way to the exit. 

(Murdoch)18. “How are you and Alexander?” “We’re as well as can be 

expected”, said Rosemary. (Murdoch) 19. And, young as you were – yes, and 

weak and alone – there was evil, I knew there was evil in keeping you. 

(Thackeray) 20. As I turned to look at her she seemed transfigured. (Murdoch) 

21. He stretched himself on his bed as a dog stretches himself. (Maugham) 

22. Yet could I, as things were, rely on Georgie to be cheerful and lucid? 

(Murdoch) 23. How trivial as this contact may seem to some, it was of the 

utmost significance to Clyde. (Dreiser) 24. I shall only try now to describe him as 

I saw him at the start, before I knew certain crucial facts about him. (Murdoch) 

remained stationary while the other eye looked at Reinhardt (Heym). 25. I had 

not communicated with Georgie since the day of the revelation, and since the 
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thing was not yet common knowledge, she was still presumably ignorant of the 

change in my situation. (Murdoch) 26. While he was standing there, a telegram 

was brought him. (Galsworthy) 27. There was a moment's pause while he intro-

duced her, and then they were off. (Dreiser) 28. While they were happy for the 

first year or so..., afterwards there had begun to appear difficulties in connection 

with her work... (Dreiser) 

 

Exercises 45. Analyse the sentences. 

1. The manager knew that I had no intention of buying the book and he 

shook his head. 2. She was what you may call a very manly woman. 3. Some 

time passed and my aunt decided to move to Derbyshire where she had a big 

country house. 4. She looked round quickly, but there was nothing to be seen. 

5. She hurried down the stairs and ordered the servants to arm themselves with 

anything they could find. 6. If I had not established a new school of thought and 

behaviour while I was at Junior High School, it would not have occurred to me to 

write about it. 7. Ancient history books were distributed to the class and Miss 

Shenstone asked us to turn the page 192 for our first lesson. 8. Who these men 

are and how they determine these things Mr. Monsoon does not know. 9. The 

following day I presented myself to Mr. Monsoon, who, when he saw me, 

appeared to want to close his eyes. 10. I don’t know if the methods worked, 

because after the first semester the man accepted a post at a small country 

school. 11. I think he had something to do with picture because he always 

smelled of photographer’s chemicals. 12. When he leaned on my table he held 

one hand with the other to keep both from shaking. 13. She must have thought 

the first person she inquired of would tell her where George was. 14. Tripp 

unbuttoned his shabby coat to reach for something that had been a 

handkerchief. 15. He is at loss what to do and turns for advice to Philip Denny, a 

doctor, who has been living in the town for some time. 16. As he tossed and 

turned through the long restless night, he came to ask himself if he knew 

anything of medicine. 17. It was not his lumpy mattress which caused Andrew to 
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sleep badly that night. 18. Then the cough which had been lasting for a period of 

years turned worse and she died. 19. He walked slowly along the Street towards 

Denny’s lodgings realizing how his whole orderly conception of the practice of 

medicine was toppling about him. 20. He was lying on the bed and I could see 

he was awake. 21. He had shown the box to nobody so that she might be the 

first to see it. 22. Outside rain was falling, there was a cold, bitter taste in the air 

and the newly lighted lamps looked sad. 23. She saw a little creature with 

enormous eyes, who clutched in her coat-collar and shivered as though she had 

come out of the water. 24. Her only difficulty was that she did not know which 

party to choose. 25. Her hospitality to writers, if they were promising and known 

was warm and constant. 26. Mr. Forrester said I was to give you this letter when 

you asked for him. 27. You didn’t believe me when I told you that I owed a great 

deal to him. 28. He was tired, and before he had finished his cigar he fell asleep. 

29. You will not be satisfied till you’ve got what you want. 30. He made the 

condition that they should not marry until Bosinney had four hundred a year. 

31. He ordered himself the dinner the boy had always chosen. 32. My little 

friend, who always felt sympathy for unhappy mothers, made a comforting 

gesture. 33. She gave Poirot the last message from the enemy which had 

reached the Waverlys that morning and which had sent her to Poirot. 34. The 

name of the dead man was Walter, he was a man of middle age who did not 

have much contact with other people in the town. 35. By the time the 

constable’s story was over, we had arrived at Leigh House surrounded by a 

garden which was not much looked after. 36. I thought that he was examining 

the fingers of the hand that had held the pistol. 37. He thought that everybody 

would believe that Protheroe had locked himself. 38. I heard you were in 

London and I remembered the good work you did. 39. she could have tea in the 

refreshment-room, but she was to wait at the station for her mistress, who would 

return to Bristol. 40. There was a man in the carriage who stood looking out of 

the window so that she could not see his face. 41. I made myself some tea, and 

while the kettle was boiling fed my two goldfish. 42. He rules his family when he 
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is absent as easily as he does when he is with them. 43. They have set him up 

on a pedestal and nobody is allowed to rock it. 44. The fact is that Edward’s 

family find him too bookish. 45. Edward shocked them all years ago by saying 

he could see no advantage in killing creatures. 46. I was sorry to part with the 

friends, I met there, but I am afraid I did not behave very well. 47. Her husband 

built a country house in Kent and Sarah was taken to play with the young 

Cheverings when they were visiting their grandparents. 48. Lucinda ate her fish 

thoughtfully and said that her mother’s brother had an interesting collection. 

49.When I got home on Saturday I thought my room had been searched. 

50. This was how it struck young Jolyon, who had the impersonal eye. 
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KEYS TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE TEXT 
 

Vasp  - aspective verb 

Vfin  - finite verb 

Vlink  - link verb 

Vmod - modal verb  

inf  - infinitive  

ger  - gerund 

N  - noun 

SVP  - simple verbal predicate 

PhP  - phraseological predicate 

CVAP - compound nominal predicate 

CVAP - compound verbal aspect predicate 

CVMP - compound verbal modal predicate 

A. E.  - American Engl i sh 

B.E.   - British English 

│  - mark of the borderline between clauses of a complex 

sentence  

║  - mark of the borderline between 

  clauses of a compound sentence  
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VOCABULARY OF SOME LINGUISTIC TERMS USED IN THE TEXT 

 

antecedent антецедент (іменник чи його еквівалент, до 
якого відноситься означення) 

apposition прикладка (вид означення) 
clause частина складного речення 
principal clause головна частина складного речення 
subordinate clause підрядна частина складного речення 
cognate object додаток-іменник, утворений від одного кореня з 

дієсловом 
communicative комунікативний, той, що стосується комунікації 
co-ordination сурядність, сурядний зв'язок у синтаксисі 
elliptical sentence еліптичне (неповне) речення 
explicit явно виражений, експліцитний 
hierarchy ієрархія (рівне вий принцип побудови системи) 
homogeneous однорідний 
homogeneous parts 
of the sentence 

однорідні члени речення 

implicit явно не виражений 
pragmatics прагмалінгвістика, лінгвістично прагматика 

(галузь мовознавства, що вивчає комунікативні 
аспекти мови) 

predication предикація(відношення змісту висловлювання 
до дійсності, яке виражається у реченні 
повідомленням чого-небудь про що-небудь) 

predicativity предикативність (визначення граматичними 
засобами відношення змісту висловлювання до 
дійсності) 

predicative 1. предикатив; іменна частина складного 
іменного присудка 
2. предикативний (той, що відноситься до 
предикації) 

reference відношення, зв'язок, референція 
structural структурний 
structural level структурний рівень (системи) 
subordination підрядність, підрядний зв'язок у синтаксисі 
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